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Lincoln's Detective: 
THE PINKERTON AR.CHIVE 

C 
alifornia laborers loading boxes 
onto trucks destined [or the East 
Coast - almost a routine site found 
throughout the state. Instead of 
produce, electronics, or other con

sumer goods, however, lhe scene last 
May outside the corporate offices of the 
Pinkerton National Detective Agency was 
somewhat different: for this was a very 
special cargo destined for a special desti
nation. More than one hundred boxes of 
criminal records, investigative notes, 
photographs, sketches, and other mater
ial representing the retained archive of 
the first national detective agency were 
being dispatched to the Library of 
Congress in Washington, D.C. 

Pinkerton's-a name synonymous with 
private investigation - recently became a 
wholly-owned subsidiary of the Swedish 
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Securitas Group, a world leader 
in the security industry. (The 
last family member involved 
with the company, Allan 
Pinkerton's great, great, 
grandson, passed away a 
few years ago and the 
business was sold. The 
newest owner, Securitas, 
is a $5 billion company.) 

Recognizing that 
assets found in the 
Pinkerton Archive repre
sented irreplaceable histo

tion of American history ... it gives an 
impression of an enormous enter

prise with a very dark side." 
Apparently, the bulk of 19th 
century material in the collec
tion - dating from Allan 
Pinkerton's founding of the 
Secret Service through the 
hunt for desperados of the 
wild West - was kept as part 
of a company exhibit, but 

there was so much more hid
den in the journals, retained 

correspondence, and lites. 
Estimates of the collection's ry, Securitas retained the ser

vices of Jane Adler, a private 
research historian, to orga
nize the collection. Adler 
immediately found that this 
holding - kept in a haphazard 
manner In storage boxes 
stored in a warehouse -

value well exceeded $1 million. Yet 
the decision was made to donate 
the holdings to an appropriate 
repository. And given that the 

Company founder and I 
family patriarch, 
Allan Pinkerton, Library of Congress' manuscript 

division already holds nine vol
umes of Allan Pinkerton's Civil 

late in life. 

needed to be systematically L..._ __ _ 

cataloged and studled: "It's a whole sec-
War correspondence as well as 

numerous spy reports and other papers, 
continued page 3 

ing them for a long, long time. 

0 
A Tradition of Collecting 
Patriotic and Political Covers 

What exactly is a cover? lt's pretty much an envelope with 
a printed design or message. From a collector's standpoint, the 
terms cover and envelope are interchangeable. In either usage, 
the connotation is of something other than a plain sleeve/maller 
used to post a letter. In that sense, it is probably better to use the 
term "cover" since that always connotes an imprint of some sort. 

Prior to the 1850s, people did not use envelopes to send let
ters. They folded their 
letters in such a way 
that it appeared as a 

A unique, 1860 cover with embossed portrait and campaign slogan. 

M 
Donald Ackerman 

any Lincoln collections include representative examples 
of Civil War or political covers. These ubiquitous pieces 
of ephemera show up in antique shops, at Civil War 
shows, and most certainly in philatelic venues. 

Generally speaking, they are modestly priced and usually can be 
found in bunches ("group lots"). And, people have been collect-

self-contained unit -
with a blank side that 
could be inscribed 
with the name of an 
addressee. These are 
known as "stampless 
covers." The postage 
which the sender usu
ally prepaid was based 
on the number of 
sheets in the letter, as 
well as the distance to _. 

continued page 6 --:;-i. 
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PUBLIC WORKS 

Edmonia Lewis, Artist. 
An African-American woman 

well ahead of her time. 

E 
dmonia Lewis (c.1840--1909) is distin
guished as the lirst African-American to 
gain an international reputation as a 
sculptor. Still, much of her life remains a 
mystery. And this is a woman whose 

Lincoln work cannot be overlooked! 
Born of a part African-American, part 

Chippewa mother and a Haitian lather, she and 
her older step-brother Samuel were orphaned at 
an early age. With financial help from Samuel, a 
successful prospector during the California Gold 
Rush, Edmonia Lewis studied at the progressive 
New York Central College in McGrawville, New 
York and Oberll n College in Ohio, where her stud
ies including painting and drawing. In an extraor
dinary incident during her college years, Lewis 
was accused of the attempted murder-by-poison
ing of two classmates who were stricken shortly 
after enjoying a hot drink she had prepared. 
While the young women lay ill, Lewis was abduct-

ed by a mob and severely beaten. Following her 
recovery and subsequent vindication in the 
courts, she ended her studies and moved to 

------------- Boston in early 1863 to pursue a career in the arts. 
Lewis received encouragement and support from William Lloyd Garrison and the 

sculptor Edward Brackett. Attention was drawn to Lewis when she modeled a bust of 
Colonel Robert Gould Shaw, who had just been killed leading his Colored Regiment in the 
assault on Fort Wagner. Lewis sold some one hundred plaster copies of this bust giving her 
enough money to travel to Italy where she was welcomed by a circle of American sculptors. 
At the height of her popularity in the 1870s, her studio in Rome was a frequent destination 
for visitors. 

In 1872, Lewis completed work on a memorial to Ab:raham Llncoln, commissioned for 
permanent exhibition in a public gallery that was to be built within New York's Central 
Park. Over three feet tall, the work consists of a fine bust of Lincoln held aloft by two cary
atids at the front comers, a scroll unfurled between them. At the remaining two corners 
stand representations of a freed slave holding a broken chain. and a member of a military reg
iment of Zouaves, Black soldiers in the Civil War who adopted the uniform of the French 
North African troops. The scroll's inscription reads: 

How Sleep the Brave, who sink to Rest 
By all Their Country's Wishes Blest. 

This formidable sculpture was donated to New York City by a Miss C.C. Talman or Park 
Avenue and intended for display in the still unbuilt statuary garden. Sadly, the piece fell 
through New York's bureaucratic cracks and almost completely disappeared - had it not 
been rescued from a salvage yard by Rail Splitter Joseph Napoli. As best as Joe can fathom 
- from what Little remains in the way of provenance and records - the piece apparently went 
from a city sale to somehow end up in a back of a junk yard in the Bronx along with columns 
and other statuary sold off by the city. 

One more instance of treasure being round by someone with a good eye! 

!;&ilQr: We would like to thank Joe Napoli for sharing his wonderful discovery and Marilyn 
Richardson for her extensive research on Edmonia Lewis and photographs of the artist. 
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A Lincoln treasure ... 
rescued from a salvage yard! 



---------------- THE RAIL SPLITTER----------------
Pinkerton, cont. 
there was no question where the papers were heading. 

"We are honored that the Library of Congress considers our 
archives to be of historical significance and are proud to share 
the details of our organization·s past with the nation," said Don 
W. Walker, Pinkerton's president. "It is particularly fitting that we 
make this gift in the year we also celebrate the 150th anniversary 
ol the Pinkerton Agency." The donation is part of the Gifts to the 
Nation Bicentennial Project to celebrate the 200th anniversary of 
the Library or Congress in 2000. Speaking ol this specific offering, 
the Library of Congress' Dr. John Sellers - who has worked for 
some ten years to secure this donation - noted that "it will 
attract a lot of attention ... we are looking at the prosecution and 
pursuit of evil and justice, and from that standpoint it is worth
while. It's a one-of-a-kind collection. There are a lot of historians 
already calling in the hope of examining, possibly unearthing, 
and most certainly reinterpreting forgotten stories or incidents 
in ow- history that were purposely hidden from public scrutiny." 
The archive will be immediately available to scholars and a pub
lic exhibit will most likely be mounted in two to three years. 

The Pinkerton archive has never been made available to the 
public. Indeed, much of the material was neglected as the com
pany changed hands several times in recent decades. Many 
papers and records had disintegrated nearly to powder. This 
donation will allow for proper restoration and preservation. 
Most of the records involve the wild West era when Pinkerton's 
chased bandits for the banks and railroads. There are wanted 
posters, mug shots and rap sheets for outlaws such as Jesse 
James. There are penciled daily reports by detectives, pictures 
ol burglar tools. and an 1895 book on safecracking written for the 
agency by Max Shinburn, an international bank robber of the 
time. 01 the 195 criminal investigation binders, two-thirds cover 
the period ol Pinkerton's greatest activity in criminal work, from 
1880 to 1910. 

Some collection highlights include: 
• An original 1901 photograph by DeYoung Studio of New 

York of Harry Longbaugh, "The Sundance Kid," and his mistress, 
Etta Place, taken just before their departure for Argentina. 
Pinkerton detectives learned ol the photograph when they were 
in Manhattan weeks later investigating the rumored embarkation 
ol the "Wild Bunch'' leaders. Mr. DeYoung, who knew nothing 
about the notoriety of his customers, reportedly was impressed 
with their elegance, and supposed that they were members of 
"Western Society." This is the only known photograph of Ms. 
Place. Pinkerton cropped separately the images of Ms. Place and 
Mr. Longbaugh, and reproduced both in WANTED posters. 

• Two 1903 letters from William Rudolph, "The Missouri 
Kid," to William Pinkerton, in effect begging him to save his life. 
Mr. Rudolph, a young and extremely violent bank robber, mur
dered a novice detective who was the son of a Pinkerton super
intendent. The letters were written from Jail following Mr. 
Rudolph's capture after an escape and long manhunt. Mr. 
Rudolph's pleas apparently went unanswered- he was hanged. 

• The archive also also includes th.e original transcript of 
Pinkerton's telegraph to Secretary of War Stanton sent from New 
Orleans five days after Lincoln's assassination: "How I regret that 
I had not been near him previous to this fatal act. I might have 
had the means to prevent it..." Stanton's reply alluded to the 
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$100,000 reward money for the capture of Booth and his co-con
spirators and advises: "You will please take measures to watch 
the western rivers and you may get him." 

Interestingly. the archive includes little information on the 
agency's most notorious employment: strikebreaking and wide
spread anti-labor spying. The agency was sensitive about that 
unpopular work, resulting in little motivation to preserve and 
document those efforts. It would appear that at some point in 
the first half of this century these files were "sanitized" with all 
related documentation destroyed. There are, for example, no 
internal documents about the 1892 Homestead. Pennsylvania 
steel mill confrontation between strikers and 300 Pinkerton men 
that felt nearly a dozen people dead. There are, however, reports 
ol detectives attempting to recruit labor spies in the coal fields 
of Pennsylvania in 1874, and some material on the Molly 
Maguires, a secret group that used terrorist tactics against mine 
owners. The group was infiltrated by Pinkerton operatives. 

But one of the most frustrating chapters in Pinkerton's his
tory revolved around the Jan1es gang that plundered banks and 
trains across the Midwest. Pinkerton is releasing records on 
crimes the James brothers committed, details on their gang's 
members, descriptions that detectives carried of the two out
laws, wanted posters and some sketches. The agency incurred 
public scorn in 1875 when agents raided the Jan1es farm looking 
for Jesse. Shrapnel from an explosive blew an arm off his moth
er, Zerelda Samuels, and killed his I1-year-old half-brother, 
Archie Samuels. Jesse was not home. 

Without question, there is tremendous history in this 
archive. "Pinkerton's taught the public police in America how to 
do their job, and they eventually talked themselves out of a job," 
notes Jane Adler. While many of us can name several fictional 
detectives, naming an actual detective is not so easy. In fact, 
most people couldn"t come up with even one name. If they were 
able to think of one, that name would likely be Allan Pinkerton. 

During the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, the 
name "Pinkerton" had a negatjve connotation, that of a group of 
legalized thugs that specialized in resolving labor disputes by 
means of force. The "Pinkertons" were often hired to intimidate 
union members intent on striking, or restoring order once strike
breakers had been called in. 

The Pinkerton National Detective Agency was founded in 
1850 by Allan Pinkerton, a native of Glasgow, Scotland. He emi
grated to the United States in 1842 at the age or twenty-three. 
Pinkerton's cooperage shop served a dual purpose: operating as 
a station on the Underground Railroad and aiding in the escape 
of runaway slaves. Allan Pinkerton was elected county sheriff in 
1846 as a result of his discovery and capture of a counterfeiting 
gang. In 1850, the year he started his own private agency, he was 
appointed the first city detective on the Chicago Police force. His 
agency enjoyed singular success in solving train and express 
company robberies. The Adams Express Company was one of his 
biggest patrons. 

In 1861, the paths of Allan Pinkerton and Abraham Lincoln 
crossed for the first time. Pinkerton had been hired by the 
Philadelphia, Wilmington, and Baltimore Railroad to prevent sab
otage to railroad property by Maryland secessionists. One of 
Pinkerton's agents, Timothy Webster, discovered a plot to assas
sinate President-elect Lincoln during his passage through 
Baltimore en-route to Washington for his inauguration. This 



---------------- THE RAILSPLITTER ----------------
Pinkerton, cont. 
information was passed on to the railroad president. S. M. 
Felton, who. in turn. informed the presidential party who had 
just arrived in Philadelphia on February 21. 1861. Pinkerton 
advised the President to by-pass speeches and receptions in 
Philadelphia. Harrisburg, and Baltimore and instead travel 
directly to Washington. Lincoln's initial refusal to take the threat 

Pinkerton in 1894. relating the story behind the taking of this 
famous photograph with Lincoln. The text of this letter, as well 
as related correspondence between William and General 
McClernand, is reproduced below: 

To R. A. Pinkerton, Esq. 

seriously was tempered by independent confirmation of the plot / am in receipt of your letter of the 24th inst. on above and in 
sent by Gen. Winfield Scott. At this point, the President decided reply to your query as to how the above picture came to be taken, 
to proceed to Washington after the Harrisburg engagement via a would state that immediately after the Battle of Antietam, which, 
clandestine route through Baltimore. (A book describing the A as you know, was won by General McClellan and was 
harrowing events of this period was written by Pinkerton in 1868 _ the means of driving the rebel troops out of 
and published in 1892. It was titled History and Evidence of the ~~~ Maryland, M,: Lincoln visited 
Passa.ge of Abraham Lincoln. from Harrisburg. Pa. to ~,e.,, ~ %- _,. R the Army of Potomac with 
Washinglon, D,C, on the 22nd and 23rd of February. 1861.) " q,,. ~ ~ ~~ General John A. 

After offering his services to Lincoln and being turned 47 ~ 7~ ~ ~~ McClernand, an old friend of 
down, Pinkerton linked up with General McClellan. He helped to ~~~ his: General McClernand's 
organize spies and operatives behind enemy lines. His reports to ~ .;<.. • ,.,. _ command was not in the east, 
McClellan on enemy troop strength were consistently over- /4.~ but in the west. At army head-
aggressive and may have contributed to McClellan's procrasti- = ..,.~~- quarters they were the guests of 
nations. He reported, inaccurately as well, on McClelJan's 1/:-,;:,'~ -~ General McClellan. 
standing with President Lincoln and the Cabinet, furnishing ~ ~ . • While visiting the army in 
positive reports up to ~--- _ _,____ • ,, ,;;;_..... general, Mr. Lincoln called at our 

the very moment of K . nd?J ,~-~.,. camptoseefatherand 
McClellan's dismissal. o.:c.::a. '!JY" V ·. re-new the old 

Lincoln used his inter- ::-!;~:. N~~;::"- ~ ~p· j acquaintance which 
views with Pinkerton to - '"" ,.._.. 11.,.. -r.« I D. 11. : had existed between 

Mo ''ID9 ot PH• .. U:WOlA. • }~ d assess McCJellan·s frame .... ,._.__.."1l&D.,_,..,_ ~<' •', • them. Mr. Alexan er 
ClJ.elll'II, .l'lllt ~tt.1lllk• 1-

0f mind. Besides occa- u.. ,._~":;·......... Z.,/. , .Re,,: Gardne1; the official 
sional interviews with ...,. ... ". _.,.._.u,.•..,· / ~~7->~ ,,. /Pyr,. / photographer of the 
the President, Pinkerton's , .. "' _,,,. ,, ,...,. ,., ... ., ,,. .... '""'· .. -" ~- ~ .. _ ~· Army of the Potomac, 

&:Ill 1D nply '° yov..rqU11'7U lCI ..- I.be .:ion p,UtOft ... La bt a,- ~ 
White House contacts ................... ,_,.,.,.,.,.., ..... ,u.or ... ,,....,..,.,, ~ • .,,,..'... _ was attached to the 

,.. ,oa 11:Dll'W• ,. .. na 11:7 Gotntr.1 lleClfUen ins.., ~ •am 01 4..rt.,.. ~Jiu .2 A ~. ~-~~ ... ~I 
included Presidential '"" ....... 1 , ... ,. ... "*"'"""'· "'· U..•lA "'""" .. .._ '' ~/.-'!. :? ~ ~ ~ Secret Service Division 

:c-;.-:.=.~=:.:i~!:.rr:t~i~r:..as .. ::.u:::;..i ,~.,.~✓-=-: -1 . · Secretaries Nicolay and .. .., ............. ., .......... ,, .,,...., ...... u.... ~ #-:kL-~ ,,..~. ?.r.e 4-._ and, seeing a good 
'11:llli Yld.Ulw ,~ •nv 1D .-..ral, v.r:. U.:..,o,10. 0-..U.d at . .._~ ... e,,, ~ L -- / . . . . Hay. He also enjoyed the , ... ..., .... ..,.,, ""' - .,. ,u • .,..,.,_ ""'-'•• .. , ..ir ~d. ,P,i:--"'A. , _ ,_,,.. ,,_....., opportunity to get in his 

l•~ t4tww•r-. lt..:a. MJ-. ~I' Gul!bsr, t:bt w'tsdal Pblll'Wcrw;bn· Of ,.,,.~,, - .... - .......... ~ u.,"£::,,.,.. / ' 
ear of various Cabinet '""A_,,"""'"'-• ........... ",,...,,., - "'""·00• -~,;;;, .... ~ __ ,..... · v,-- work and take a picture 

&rid. Hll1::f • e:,od oppOr.:imll:r "° pt 1a .Ill• ~tt m:1 tu-• • p;a~ ~ ~.. • 

members. n- •• • ,,. .. - ,,.. "'" ...,.d., .. ...,,lA"' ... ,. "'" •• I ~ t!4;i.L ,:-,::;,b#,,, ,., ,.. 'YL .,_~ I fixed up a plate and then 
~!i~ ,:f=•ft-;~~to ~.~-~n ~;t:'!:. ":!"~~lo 1 ~ - ;!.. -< /~•~ . . 

Describing some of ...... , ....... ,..,. ,,.,,.,.. ....._. ,.. """" ....... ""'"""..,. J.,,~ -~ .n., ~~ , told President Lmcoln he '1't'&r&Uon .. tat■lll'llr, lllnll the ;¢ttN19 a1 ._. 1A !!lat••• xr. GI~ p~ ~ ....,, 

these momentous events .,.,_,.,. - • • .,..,...,....,. •• "'"· ••-'" ,....,.. "" 1n '""' -. , ~~ ~ ~ would like to make a sil-or titaarurtu• ao.s 1:i the 21'M•t !H'•1• Mrlaion. . 1 '~ ""6,f.,,e I 
- as well as his work in ' .,.,,.,, .... ,,., .. '"'• " .... ,....,...,_ "'" -/ ,;u,,4 • "/ .?'~ ting of him meaning to 

ti~ .J~'-t!iO!!.~:: :.:wl:iz:,r~ :!:;l :;.:•~~.= / ~ ~-"-~-. ~ - • I 

creating the Secret ,.,..,. .......... nib ... _ ... - ......_ .. , ..... - ... , ,,.. • ~~ .,.. __ __, ?<.,., ~ take l11m alone. Mr. 
.., ...... , ... ,., .-.:., • ..,..., • .,. .,. .. ,. ...... , • ..., ........ ~ ~ -- . z~ 4-C.J L. 1 1· d. h. ood 

Service, Pinkerton wrote ... , -· ""_.,. ... , ....... ln ....... 10 1M ...... Of U,, .... r ~?,- ,0-~ ___.. I mco n rep ,e /n IS g 
Criminal Reminiscences , ... •· '"'" .,. ... -&U,d i:::':!i.. _ / ~~ -.,, ~ a.e.- 1 natured way: "All right. 
and Detective Sketches t,tUBi "~J dffi,,, fl<~~. ~/4.:;i I Come in here Major: come 
(1879), The Spy of the ~ ~ 4 '¥~ in here General and have 
Rebellion (1883), and your picture taken." The 
Thirty Years A Detective. Unpublished correspondence detailing the famous Lincoln at Antietam battlefield photographs, thing was done without 
published in 1884, the as recalled by a participant and an eyewitness! any preparation whatever, 
year or his death. and the picture was made 

When Lincoln visit- in that way. Mr. Gardner 
ed the front lines traveling to the Antietam battlefield to meet afterwards made a separate picture of Mr. Lincoln standing up in 
with General McClellan in October, 1862, he was photographed front of headquarters down in the Secret Service Division. 
in two separate studies with Allan Pinkerton. Often referred to / recollect the matter as though it were yesterday. 17,e picture 
as the "Tent Picture," Pinkerton is posed outside his quarters was taken originally for a stereoscopic view. Mr. Lincoln while in 
after the Battle of Antietam with President Lincoln and General camp visited everybody and was like a big school boy. going 
John McClemand. a former Chicago attorney. around getting acquainted with everybody and talking with every 

One of Pinkerton's sons, William, accompanied his father body, from a private soldier to a major general in his good-heart-
during the Civil War as a 16-year-old cadet. Found in the archive ed, genial, pleasant way. 
and published here for the first time is a letter written by William 
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----------------THE RAILSPLITTER ----------------

The above are the facts in 
regard to the taking of the picture as 
they are now recalled to memory. 

Yours truly, 
W. A. Pinkerton 

Principal W-1 

Also found in the Pinkerton files is a 
response from General McClemand 
to a letter from William Pinkerton 
regarding Gardner's famous photo
graph - expressing gratitude for a 
copy of that portrait: 

Dear Sir: 
Your communication of the 27th 

instant is thankfully acknowledged. 
The incident ii refers to is still fresh 
in my mind. Jt occurred in front of 
Allan Pinkerton's ten/ which was 
close to General McClellan's head
quarters on the stricken field of 
Antietam. fl was there that the photo

graph of President Lincoln, Allan Pinkerton your father. and myself was taken. Both the President and Allan Pinkerton were old acquain
tances of mine. Your kind offer, on behalf of yourself and your brother Robert A. Pinkerton to send, as a gift to my address, an enlarged 
and improve copy of that photograph is highly and gratefully appreciated. Respectfully, 

John A. McClernand 
PS. My address is - ''Springfield, Illinois." 

We expect numerous discoveries from this archive - once it is properly sorted and "digested." A selection of high-resolution dig
ital photographs from the holding is now available via the internet. More information on the Pinkerton Agency can be found at: 
http://www.pinkertons.com/index:.html .,,..... 

or 

• 
1n 

akpnt, ~totnaiJ,.? 

£ucL witl. ~I 
IfyouarcSelling ... We buy autographs, documents, manuscripts, family correspondence, 

sJgned books, sJgned photos, relics a.-.sodatcd with famous people, 
stamp collections, coin collection-., etc. We have paJd out over $20 mlllloo 
in the last five years alone for material of thJs nature. Whether your 
masterpiece is a single Item or an entire collection, valued at $1,000 or $1 
million -we are cager to purchase and can pay you within 24 hours. Call 
for a free brochure or fax what you have for sale. 

If you are Buying ... University produces the most frequent and exdtlng lists lo the trade. can 
today for a free list. We handle most every category and our enormous 
volume allows you to purchase atthe most competitive prices. 

Visit our W~b Site al Unive.rsityArchives.com 
Call Toll Free: 800-237-5692 or 20:H5•1-0l I .I • Fax 206 151-3111 
'.X"ritc us :w 49 RiclunondvilJe Avenue • Westport, er 06880 

E-,\.Jail: John@llnivcmtyArch.iv~,,;.com 

0 .,,,.,,,,,,,,, ,!BAA • 1 ... 1cc •. 1t,m11.,crlpr S°OCl(1)'. MDA ta 
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----------------THE RAIL SPUTTER----------------

Covers, cont. 

gt) g0 7 
~-0 
.. ...... .. .• __ A.: 

A set or covers with overprinted slogans articulating partisan feelings. 

ers became a veritable deluge. There were probably scores of 
publishers, lhe most prominent of whom were Charles Magnus 
and Louis Prang - both of New York; and McNally & Co. in 
Chicago, the precursor to Rand, McNally & Co. Their product 
was distributed by booksellers and stationery stores - the 
same outlet, by the way, for Currier & Ives prints, campaign 
paraphernalia, and campaign songsters. People liked these 
covers to such an extent that they were actively collected at 
the time, with custom albums manufactured for their display 
and preservation. (J,/e speculate here that covers fulfilled cer-

tain timeless and untransmutable require
its destination. Under these rules, an enve-~:.......;;;;;;;;:=:;;:;::======~I ments for a collectible. These being: com-
lope just added to the cost. A change of pactness, lightness, uniformity of size, 
rules In the 1840s whereby weight and dis- compatibility with a series or set that one 
tance determined cost, as well as the intro- J. .✓.,. , , could attempt to fill, extensive variety of 
duction of United States postal stamps of • r/11 -'"' design, all suitable for display in binders 
different denominations. made mailing- \,'½ F I.., or albums). 
envelopes a viable option. (fhese changes /;... • ,1> ( The duration of the craze lasted from 

- CV 1l,d1 also impacted the sealing wax business "• oY- ~ approximately 1856 to 1876; however, the 
while raising the stock of glue manufactur- \(- / ( apex was certainly the Civil War years. It is 
ers such as Peter Cooper!) During this early '--... estimated that 15.000 diflerent designs 
period, the Post Office had to compete with L • =~~-= _:::, -=-=---=--were produced. And, as known in our cir-
private express companies who issued ••. / cles, many of these designs featured 
their own stamps - a rivalry which repeats Abraham Lincoln! The standard reference 
itself today on a similar level. work on Lincoln covers is Dr. James W. 

While some continued to send stamp- Milgram's Abraham Lincoln Illustrated 
less covers throughout the 1850s (probably -=::::.:~- Envelopes and Letter Paper 1860-1865. 
the same people who persisted in using published in 1984. "Milgram" has nine cat-
those silJy antiquated "f's" instead of "s's"), egories of Lincoln covers and 378 different 
envelopes were clearly the "coming thing." entries. In an effort to ·record all of the 
At the same time, someone came up with types," Dr. Milgram utilized thirty-nine 
the brilliant idea of increasing envelope institutional and private sources for his 
sales by adding advertising or patriotic ,~-u ~ ~ illustrations. 
imprints (how typically American!). The ___ I::, ;;,'f~ Covers were manufactured in several ,,~ ·,.,.'., 
innovation was unbelievably popular and (I 7 ,Y, different ways, including: plain with adhe-
reached epidemic proportions during the ~ sive labels attached, engraved, hand-
Civil War. drawn, embossed, or a combination of let-

Covers can be categorized as: patriotic, terpress and woodcuts. Certain designs 
political, and advertising (these sometimes )A were sometimes reissued in an altered state 
overlap). In keeping with the goals of our or with overprints added. Matching letter-
joumal, our focus will concentrate on the .... nA>< ..,..,,.... j writing paper (stationery) was sometimes 
first two. And for our purposes, there are issued. A large variety of colored inks and 
numerous sub-categories inclucLing histori- =-=;, colored paper were employed in the manu-
cal and mourning. • facture of covers. While some were printed in 

The first political covers appeared in 1852 two colors (typically red and blue), multicol-
during the presidential campaign of Winfield ored examples were routinely hand-colored. 
Scott versus Franklin Pierce. A single, Most of the covers that survive are 
embossed-design cover is known for each of unused having been saved at the time in 

,;J. ,._/,J, "t "'½HL,, ;' the candidates and is considered quite rare. ,, albums, or part of printer's remainders. 
Production increased by 1856. with a number -~;e,..1,>~' These are usually modestly priced. Examples 
of examples proclaiming support for the ;;;_., that are removed from albums often have 
three contenders. While still considered mounting traces on the backside which 
scarce, they are, nevertheless, obtainable. 1860 covers: the top is a simple envelope wtth an only nominally aHect the value. Incomplete 
The trend continued in 1860. With the affixed campaign stamp; the second incorporates the examples comprised of the front panel only 
advent of the Civil War and the increase in Rail Splitter motif; the third cover Is a rare, postally- have little collectible or monetary value. 
letter writing by soldiers and loved ones, as used specimen with the "tousled hair" portrait; and a Covers that are postally used are much 
well as the heightened patriotic fervor on Douglas cover with the fateful admonition scarcer and in far greater demand than 
both sides, the production of patriotic cov- "Intervention North or South means Disunion." unused covers. Such covers are sold with 
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•~9>i11'M 1fo'1 tn~4Y., 
~9> ..... 
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some regularity in philatelic auctions. In this century, 
there have been two monumental sales of such material. 
The first was the George Walcott Sale in 1934 with some 
3,253 different examples. "Walcott Numbers" were 
assigned from this sale and are frequently cited by phi-

' latellsts (stamp collectors). AnoU1er large offering, the 
Katherine Matthies Sale, took place in May of 1969. 
These two sales. however. are dwarfed by this year's 
dispersal of the Bischel Collection by the Nutmeg 
Stamp Company of Danbury, Connecticut. The Bischel 
Collection includes over 6,000 diiferent exan1ples of 
postally-used Civil War and patriotic covers. There 
are 119 different Lincoln covers listed. Every cover In 

Ill. 1:fl\$\S, 
111£ t,tAll fOII 1 ,,.. .. ,•••• "'£'!...,. ....................... ~ ,. 

fW .,, 1.,... !¥,.~,,,,✓,,,...-
,-~ p,.l,.,,, • ;(..'.I.I' 
l ,., ,i,-.✓,b.. ..-/>-<.u•· ;..::,c; 
~• .,., ✓11..-4-'f' ..... ~ °'✓, .Cl 

o-~ ·- ,;;;,t-d ,_,, ~~,. .. 1 
., "",..._.,_,.. ,_✓,_. ,.,__ 

·~ 1't«:" .. .,.,,~-~,4,I~ ..... 

An illustrated piece of Civil War lettersheet and a 
postally-used, jugate campaign cover addressed to a 

town on Long Island, NY that no longer exists! 

the sale is pictured in the auction catalog in full
color. The collection is masterfully organized 
into seventy-five distinct categories which dove
tail nicely with the Walcott catalog and expand 
upon it. The catalog should become a standard 
reference source on the subject and makes for 
enjoyable reading for anyone interested in this 
period of our history. be he collector or not. 

For those interested in being collectors, 
there are now some definitive reference works 
and catalogs available. Like collecting counter
parts of the mid-nineteenth century. you are 
dealing with a collectible that remains readily 
available and easy to store and display. You can 
hone-in on a very narrowly-focused topic or 

choose something more general (Union vs. Confederate, political, mourning/memorial. carica
tures, regiments, etc.). Or, like a great number of us, pick a few examples that appeal to you and 
help to round out your collection! P--. 

FROM THE COLI..ECTION OF ... BRIAN D. CAPLAN 

Collecting Civil War Era Covers 
Two sets of covers: Lincoln as the "Comet of the 

North" and the candidates for 1864. 

Little did I know when I purchased my first 
Civil War cover for $5 at a flea market that I 
would acquire over a thousand covers in the 
ensuing years. Collecting iliese pieces of patri
otic ephemera has been fun, easy and quite 
enlightening. The slogans and caricatures on 
many envelopes reflect the turbulent time dur
ing which they were used and demonstrate pro
paganda and polltical rhetoric in full swing. I 
And, based on their availability and reasonable . 
pricing, building a cover collection remains an 
affordable way of acquiring pieces of history. 
Unused covers, which are substantially less 
expensive than used covers collected by philate
lists, form the backbone of my collection. 

Union's road to victory would be short 
and swift (with covers reflecting such 
sentiments), the use of patriotic covers 
lasted the full four-year's of battle. As the 
War dragged on, new themes on covers 
followed - everything from the rise of 
popular generals to depictions of the sol
der's life and specific military engage
ments. 

Following the Confederate attack on Fort 
Sumter on April 12. 1861, a pletl1ora of patriotic 
envelopes were printed and sold by Northern 
publishers eager to cash in on the existing patri
otic fervor. Skilled artisans created meaningful 
designs and expressive messages in support of 
ilie cause. While it was first thought that the 

-•""" • • Clod and Our !fallve Land. 
LIBERTY OR DEATH, 

TAllXEI!&' UW ARl'I 

---- -~ ---

Lincoln the Alchemist preparing a "tonic" for 
Jett Davis and a deliant Confederate cover. 

7 

When starling to collect covers, it is 
worthwhile to obtain representative sam

ples of diverse categories and then ulti
mately hone-in on the subject area that 
interests you most. There are reportedly 
over 10,000 varieties of Union patriotic 
covers, while there are only 300 to 400 
known Confederate covers lo existence, 
primarily due to the lack of paper mills in 
the Confederate States. The graphics on 
covers vary greatly in both design and 
level of Intricacy, with those published by 
Charles Magnus of New York considered 

continued next page 
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some of the most dynamic and visually -
stimulating. Many of the Magnus cov
ers are hand-colored - an expensive 
and time-consuming process. Magnus 
was also one of the few publishers to 
create elaborate sets of patriotic cov
ers depicting military scenes, strategic 
locations, and individual state motifs. 
Some of these sets tell a story while 
others, like a jigsaw puzzle, can be 
placed down overlapping one another 
to form a scene or location, such as the 
Capitol and its environs. 

Various subjects can be found on 
Civil War patriotic covers and the indi
vidual collector must ultimately deter
mine which covers he or she finds to 
be of lt:.he most interest. Generally, cov
ers can be broken down into the fol
lowing de.sign categories: 

I. Flags, Eagles, Liberty, Shields 
2. Caricatures 
3. Generals and Politicians 
4. Soldiers 
5. Encampments and Battle Scenes 

Patriotic covers can be found for 
sale at Civil War, philatelic and 
ephemera shows. Large group-lots are 
often available at meaningful dis
counts. In bulk, you can still frequently 
purchase covers at $6-8 a piece. For the 
price of a Nolan Ryan rookie baseball 
card. you can obtain a fairly large cover 
collect.ion and some real history. 

We all have stories of exciting finds 
while we pursue our collecting pas
sions. When it comes to my cover col
lection, f have two such stories, each of 
which occurred during the last year. 
The first took place in Stormville, New 
York at an outdoor Ilea market. While 
rummaging through boxes of dirty 
postcards, papers and envelopes, I 
stumbled upon twelve dusty Civil War 
covers crammed into a small manila 
folder. When I asked the bewhiskered 
dealer the cost of the group he grum
bled "$20." Needing to bargain no fur
ther, I paid the man his asking price. In 
return, he handed me a complete set of 
covers numbered l to 12 by Magnus, 
printed in purple, entitled "Movement 

The complete Magnus set: "Movement of the 
Army from Washington to Richmond." 

8 
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A rare slavery-related cover deriding the 
South ... No subject was taboo. 

ot the Army Prom Washington to Richmond." 

THE RAIL SPLITTER-----------------
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The "Rose of Washington" with two-sided. 
die-cut rose Insert. 

The set, pictured here, Is a fine example of the Magnus tradition of creating fascinating and 
detailed series of covers telling a story. And, last year at a popular Civil War show in Richmond, 
Virginia, I picked up the set of five covers depicting Lincoln and Jefferson Davis in the five-round box
ing match. The cost was S150, but a fraction of their current value. 

If diligent and willing to explore, you can frequently still Und Civil War covers reasonably priced. And, 
needless to say, the hunt can be as much fun as the find! Hr 

N ow ... speaking of covers ... 
Robert Siegel Auctions of 
NYC, philatelists special
izing In high-end stamp 

material, offered some unusual 
postally-used covers this Spring. 
An anti-Lincoln cover (the 
"Hanging Lincoln" - He Once Split 
Rails. Now He has split the Union.) 
postmarked in Bowling Green. 
Kentucky, one of only ten exam
ples recorded - and the only one 
postmarked In Kentucky (we 
assume stamp collectors find that 
significant), sold for an astound
ing $28,000 plus 10%. This still 
fell within the dizzying estimate of 
$20-30,000. A great Stephen 
Douglas cover ("The Cabinet 
Maker of 1831" - a lame response 
to "The Rall Splitter of 1830") with 
cover Imprint advertising Douglas 
songsters and the sponsoring 
party-organ, the Western Gleaner. 
made S2,600. This is believed to 
be one of only three extant exam
ples. Equally rare is an embossed 
Lincoln cover with split-rail design 
and quote from the "House 
Divided" speech which had our 
"undivided" attention, selling for , 
$1.650 against an aggressive 
$2,000-3,000 estimate. A matched 
pair of jugate covers of Lincoln
Johnson and McClellan-Pendleton 
(the Lincoln a scarce, variant 
pose) crossed the block for 
$1,430 and $4,675 respective!y. 

ll 
---~ .. ,. 

..... m,_\..... t ·- _t""•'1 , __ .,. 
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The Rail Splitter is pleased to make available 
a limited number of catalogs lrom Nutmeg 
Stan1p's sale of the Jon Bischel Collection of 
Postal/y Used Civil War Patriotic Covers. This 383-
page work pictures - In full color - over 6,000 
covers, neatly organized under Union and 
Confederate headings. It is unlikely a sale of this 
magnitude will be repeated in our lifetime! Like 
the Zabriskie catalog offered in these pages, it 
figures to be a standard reference source on the 
subject and a must-have for your library. We are 
happy to make these available to our fellow Rail 
Splitters at the original. issued-price. To obtain 
your copy, together with prices realized, send 
$85 (postpaid) to: The Rall Splitter, P.O. Box 275, 
New York, NY 10044. Deluxe hand-cover editions 
are also available for $160 postpaid. 
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"Books serve to show a man that those original 
thoughts of his aren't very new, after all." 
- Abraham Lincoln. 

~~ &.3Lt3Jm:m:~Ja -~l\l\ 
[Part Two in a Series on Lincoln Books & Bibliographies] 

Daniel Pearson 

All Lincoln collectors invariably accumulate some sort of 
library. Regardless of the focus of their collection, reference 
books, specialized monographs and general Lincoln biogra
phies are acquired by nearly all who have an interest in 
some aspect of Lincolniana. Those of us who choose to spe

cialize in Lincoln books and pamphlets-the printed word-are 
faced with over 10,000 tiUes from which to choose. It is not, there
fore, uncommon for Lincoln bibliophiles to specialize in one par
ticular area ol Lincoln literature. For many book collectors, inter
est is topical. Some collect material relating only Lo Lincoln's 
assassination. For others it is Llncoln's religion, or perhaps his 
legal career. I have always thought that a substantial library could 
be assembled containing nothing but works whose title begins 
with the two words "Lincoln ancf' Q,incoln and the First Shot1, 
Lincoln and the War Govemors2. Lincoln and Liouor3, etc.). 

One particular area that has been of bibliographic interest 
to me is material Lhal was published before Lincoln's death. I 

AtEXANDHll GARDNER 
11,e Reading of rl>t Deoth Warmnt 
I of• l<t of 7 1lbumc" ~pits ,m,nf,ng <he: h.,r.ging oft~ lJO(tlln 
Corop,111°"' ,,.,,,, 111< Norm.Jn R..,ce,mar, Colkct,on of Unt'Offl IAfmorabJlia 

ESTIMATE 
$80,!XD-120.000 

have always felt that works published during Lincoln's liletime, 
be they by him or about him, offer the best insight into who 
Lincoln really was. These publications reveal how he was per
ceived in real life-good, bad, and indifferent-before his untime
ly assassination transformed him into more of a myth than a man. 

Monaghan lists some 375 Lincoln-related publications issued 
before Lincoln's death. U one adds to that number broadsides 
(which were unfortunately excluded from Monaghan's bibliogra
phy) and the few titles that Monaghan missed, one can reason
ably estimate that there are some 500 pre-assassination titles. 

Most of the earliest Lincoln items were published in the 
course of his service in the Illinois State Legislature or his one 
term in the United States Congress. These early Lincoln-related 
publications are rare and expensive, but often merely because 
they are the early examples of Lincoln's name in print. In these 
cases the documents are of a routine nature and not of tremen
dous historical interest. There are exceptions to this rule how
ever, such as the earliest Lincoln publication of any sort, that 
being a broadside circulated by Lincoln as a young lawyer. The 
unsigned broadside, addressed "To The Public," accused Judge 
James Adams of forging documents transferring land to himself 
that belonged to Mary Anderson, Lincoln's client.4 Only a single 
copy of this rare broadside is known to exist, that being in the 
extraordinary collection of Louise and Barry Taper. 

After Lincoln's term in Congress, he concentrated on his 
legal practice and few printed pieces by him appeared outside of 
the occasional (often anonymous) newspaper article or editori
al. While he was always active in politics, the passage of the 

CHRISTIE'S 

Books 

Auction 
September 12 

Viewing 
September 8-11 

Inquiries 
212 606 0520 

Catalogues 
800 395 6300 

Christie's East 
219 East 6 7th Street 
New York, New York 
10021 

www.christies.com 
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Kansas-Nebraska Act in 1854 aroused Lincoln's as much as $2,000. They are rare and dlfflcult to 
passions "as he had never been before." He threw find, but fairly easy to identify. There are two 
himself into the political process with renewed s l! E3:J o H telltale bibliographic "points" that are unique to 
vigor, which would culminate in his election to first editions. First, on the copyright page, locat-
the Presidency six years later. His political ambi- ed on the verso of the title page. is a four-line 
tions had the effect of producing more and more "printer's slug," which states that the book was 
literature, both by and about him. The senatorial }{ON. ABltAll LI1'COLN, printed at Follett, Foster & Co. lo Columbus. In 
campaign of 1858, in which he ran against his polit- first editions there is no rule, or thin line, above 
ical nemesis Stephen A. Douglas, created a great - - this printer's slug. In all subsequent editions of 
deal of press. Lincoln's speech accepting the the ~. the thin rule is in place (figure 3). 
Republican nomination for the office, commonly aa,vnau una oon111nmr. The second point is the presence of a small 
known as the "House Divided" speech, is a rarity (fig- numeral "2" at the bottom of page 17. In all sub-
ure J). There are only two known copies of the first ,tu.no 1 0. 1.E111S. sequent editions, the signature mark "2" is 
separate printing of the address, a small pamphlet of found al the bottom of page l 3. 
16 pages, a mere 5 by3 inches (Monaghan 11). .:::."::.':.-:.t":.•i.a.~• - _....,.. The other edition of the Debates that is rare 

The Lincoln-Douglas Debates of 1858 were and valuable - and quite often overlooked by 
widely reported in the newspapers, but were not collectors - is the last edition, commonly known 

S7oamorea 
contemporaneously printed in book or pamphlet 6 , ,.-.,. •a.-• &Rnue.u omca as the "third edition, fifth stale." This printing is 
form-with one exception. A pamphlet contain- J.868. also easily identified by three pages inserted in 
ing the text of the final debate at Alton was print- front of the title page which prints a letter from 
ed by the Democratic Party, using the text Stephen Douglas to Follett, Foster and Co., 
from the October 17, 1858 issue of the objecting to the use, and perhaps the alter-
Chicago Daily Times. Of course, being from a Ag. 1. The first separate printing of the House ation, of his speeches without his approval 
Democratic newspaper, the text is extremely Divided speech is extremely rare, with only two or review. Douglas charged that Lincoln was 
biased against Lincoln. The pamphlet pro- copies known to exist. The copy in the Illinois allowed to review and refine his comments 
claimed that he • Appeared in his old State Historical Library (above) was reproduced while he, Douglas, was not extended the 
Character of the 'Artful Dodger'" (figure 2). for those attending the 1983 A.LA. banquet. same courtesy. In an effort to appease the 

Lincoln saw the potential for the angry Douglas, Follett, Foster and Co. 
debates to work for the Republican cause. He released this one final edition reproducing 
made some attempt at getting them pub- Douglas' letter and a list of hls corrections of, 
lished in book form in Springfield alter the and emendations to, his speeches. However, 
conclusion of the campaign. but was unsuc- relatively few copies of lhis edition were 
cessful. However, two years later political -----,, printed, and Ernest Wessen thought this 

.. -'INl .. ,---...-.n . 
allies in Ohio who saw Lincoln as a potential - - third edition, fifth state of the~ to be 
Presidential candidate aided him in getting z=;:.,,g •~•-=:::.!Mr"" rarer, and more historically important, than .....-r.a1 A. 0..fllll'fl'l'l.'YtO~ ...,.._,._......,..,.. ..... 

the debates printed in book form by the UBo11ST!l'l!l!ll1.J1li11.WCmort1a-mm-.· any other edttion. 
Columbus firm of Follett, Foster and In all, more than 30,000 copies of the 
Company. Lincoln had assembled a scrap- ~~'fi"xu:~'!'•f ~l.?s~~ ~ were sold. The book was so popular 
book containing newspaper transcriptions of GlllW' SPUCllr.s OF SElltOR DOUGUS. that it caused serious problems for Follett, 
the speeches, and sent it off to Follett, Foster Foster when the time came for them to pro-
without getting Douglas' permission to have l'Ell'LEIWIU.IIIOJBIE.ID.llll•WWL duce a campaign biography of Lincoln once 
the speeches printed (something Douglas ,._..,.., .. _._., ____ o,,p,_._ he became the Republican presidential can-
would complain about later). =--"".:"'..=:-~::=.;:::_::-::.::,:~ didate. For his efforts, Lincoln received no 

Political Debates Between Hon Abraham :::':=:.::-.!,::::.':!':;.::-..,:: ~· financial remuneration for his part in the ..... ., .. ....,.._ .......... _ ... -:...-:;: 
Lincoln and Stephen A Douglas became an - ., ..... ,.,_ ... _ ._._,..,.,.__ publication of the ~- He did receive 
instant bestseller. The first printing quickly :::~;:"O:,::!"::=:.::: ! r ,r,:.: 100 copies of the first edition of the book, 
sold out, and at least six additiona.l printings :=,":t-~-~\.~M.:,.": most of which he gave away to friends and 
followed. The definitive study of the Debates =-=~~ ":..""..=~z acquaintances. He inscribed many of these 
was done by Ernest J. Wessen and published ~•w.•_,,,J-t....._..a .... .....,. • presentation copies. For the first one or two 
in The Papers of the Bibliographical Society of ~..='::.':!'" .. "':" ... -.;:, = 4-t he inscribed, he used ink, but soon learned 
America.5 Wessen identifies all editions and :""..:=-~ ... --::::.,-:;:.--;:-::,.~e!: that the endpapers were so porous that the 
states of the Debates. And while all copies of ;:.."':'!:a.-,.:.=.::., -=:-,:_-:;:;-.:,-,c writing feathered badly. He then switched to 
the Debates are coilectable, (intermediate 1.-."""'""'----~-------~_____, using a pencil to inscribe the books, and 
editions of the book sell for anywhere from Fig. 2. The first separate printing of the Lincoln- most all extant signed copies of the Ikbates, 
$75 to $250 depending on condition) two Douglas Debate at Alton was produced by the are in pencil. The value of these exception-
editions are considered more valuable than Democratic Party. As such. it is highly partisan ally rare copies signed by Lincoln Is in 
the others, those being the first and last and casts Lincoln in the worst possible light. excess of $75,000. And for the record, for his 
issued. contribution to the project, Stephen Douglas 

First editions of the ~ can sell for received one dozen copies of the book-but 
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Written Word, cont. 

ll'OLLElT. ~ " co., 
I'ri,,Jfff, ~•• Dilllkn 

nitd l't,bli.wn, 
001.oJtava, 01110. 

he had to pay for them!6 
While the publication of the 

Debates did much to put Lincoln's 
name before the people of the 
United States, he still needed to 

l'QU.&'ff, roirru " c-o.. reach out to the Eastern 
l'rrt,law, ~. Bi'ltllt,n Republicans before he could be 

ad I'~. considered a viable candidate for 
CIOJ.OMSUa, oa1e. 

'-------~---' the presidency. In February of 1860 
Fig. 3. There Is no rule above the 
printer's slug on the copyright 
page of a first edition of the 

Political Debates (top). All sub
sequent editions have the rule. 

Lincoln made a trip to New York to 
make a speech in Henry Ward 
Beecher's Plymouth Church. Upon 
his arrival in New York on February 
25, Lincoln learned that the venue 
of the speech had been changed to 

the Cooper Institute. Despite foul weather Lincoln faced a large 
crowd and made a speech that so impressed the Eastern 
Republican establishment that he was considered a real 
prospect for the nomination. 

The Cooper Institute Address was immediately put into print 
and widely distributed in the East. The lirst separate printing 
was published by Horace Greeley's New York Tribune as Tribune 
Tracts.-No. 4 (figure 4). Also published in the same pamphlet 
were a sµee::ch uf Senator .James R. Doolittle of Wisconsin deliv
l ered on February 24, 1860, and the 
I T111~N< TRACTa "~ • _ I text of (and a brief commentary 

N•.,...,. PoUuoo. on) Medary's Veto. Nice copies of 
<PUnr this publication routinely sell in · I the $400 to $500 range.7 

ABIL\IL\\I 1.1.XnH,:-i, Perhaps the most historically 
, ... ,_ .. ,.....::,:::::._.,,. .. ~- - important printing of the Cooper 

'------~-·----·- Institute Address is also the last one 
[-~f'~~~~.:.-2::- to be contemporaneously pub-__ ...,., ____ _,.,:1:::... ____ _ 
~;::::-;.;::;E==-=-~== lished. This was due to the fact ______ .... _____ .....,.,_.,..._ 

~5,:;.:::=r2:"Zf~ that the pamphlet was produced ---.--···------~·- under the direct supervision of 
;-;£~=-~-~~~;;~ Abraham Lincoln, and was heavily 
==-.:...-=-~- -!·.::..-=.r .. -::.-::: I -··-·---•w•-- annotated. expanding upon the ·== ~==:g-..::=::"'-:.:: ;-..::::.::-:_·=-:::-..::-.:.::-text of the speech itself. Charles C. 

--- --·· --· Nott and Cephas Brainerd, mem

Fig. 4. The first separate printing 
of Lincoln's Cooper Institute 

address was published by Horace 
Greeley as Tribune Tracts No. 4. 

bers of New York's Young Men's 
Republican Union, took the text of 
Lincoln's speech, lightly revised it 
and added 38 lengthy notes aug
menting Lincoln's remarks. The 
text was then submitted to 

Lincoln, who made several corrections and emendations to the 
manuscript.8 Lincoln also read, and made minor corrections to 
the galley proofs of the pamphlet.9 

The finished brochure was a substantial 32 pages, with a 
glossy white paper wrapper (figure 5). It, too, regularly sells lor 
$400 in good condition. However, many collectors have been 
fooled by an extremely well-done reprint produced in 1907 that 
is nearly Indistinguishable from the original. If an original and a 
reprint are compared side-by-side, one can perceive that the 
type used for the reprint Is a bit more crisp and clear. However, 
without an original to use as a comparison. there is one other 
simple bibliographic point that can be used to distinguish an 
original from a reprint - that being the presence of the page num-

ber "3r on the final page of text. In 
the 1860 printing, the page number 
was omitted. A copy of the reprint is 
considerably less valuable than an 
original bringing between $50 to $75. 

All of these early Lincoln publi
cations helped put Lincoln Into the 
position of being a potential candi
date for the Republican presidential 
nomination in 1860. Once he did 
become the nominee. a whole new 
class of Lincoln publications instant-

AUDREas 

110!1. ADRAII.\V LINCOl,li, 

...... -...... ~ 

-·-·------
ly became necessary - for which all 
major publishers were totally u.npre-1 
pared. The campaign biographies of 
1860 will constitute the next install
ment of this series on Lincoln books • 
and bibliography. ~ Fig. 5. Charles C. Nott and \ 

Cephas Brainerd, members of the 
1 

NQIE.S Young Men's Republican Union, 
1. Richard Nelson Current. produced an annotated edition of 

Philadelphia: J.P. Lippincott. 1963. Lincoln's Cooper Institute 
2. William Best Hesseltine. New Address. Lincoln reviewed both 

York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1948. [the manuscript and galley proofs 
:3. William H. Townsend. New before publication. 

York: Press of the Pioneers, Inc.. -' 
1934; or Duncan C. Milner. New York: Neale Publishing Co .. 1920. 

4. Thomas F. Schwartz. "The Rare Lincoln Handbill of 1837: A Rare 
Document's History," Illinois Historical Journal 79 (Winter, 1986): 267-274. 

4. Ernest J. Wessen. "Debates of Lincoln and Douglas: A 
Bibliographical Discussion," The Papers of the Bibliographical 
Society of America 40 (Second Quarter. 1946): 91-106. 

5. See Douglas' letter in the final edition of the Debates. 
6. A Cine copy sold in the Filth Rail Spliller Auction (May 

2000, item 5) for $445 plus buyer's premium. 
6. Roy P. Basler, editor. The Collected Works of Abraham Unco)n, 

vol. 4 (New Brunswick: Rutgers University Press, 1953) 58-59. 
7. Ibid., 113. 

Wanted: Articles, photographs, features, 
letters ... in short, contributions of mate• 
rial for The Rail Splitter. This is a mem· 
ber-driven publication. Please consider 
writing a short piece or sending us a 
photograph with details on a recent 
find. We need your help to keep this 
journal informative and interesting! 

Editors Note: In the last Rail Splitter, we announced our featuring 
an article entitled "Could Tad Write? The non-existent Letters of 
Thomas Tad' Uncoln." That piece - with insight provided by 
recently discovered files - will appear in a forthcoming issue. 
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I 
n our feature on Lincoln jewelry in 
the last issue of The Rail Splitter, we 
neglected to include these pieces 
housed in the Smithsonian National 
Museum of American History. The 

Museum kindly provided us with pho
tographs of three wonderful examples to 
add to our census. 

As detailed in the article, mourning 
rings accounted for one or the earliest 
expressions of national grief surround
ing the death of a President. This ele-

1 

gant, gold Lincoln commemorative 
mourning ring (ca. l865) measures 2 x 1 
3/8" with a high white cameo profile 
bust. Produced in the immediate after-
math of Lincoln's death, this specimen is 

"Greeley's Bum Rap!" 

T he ridlcule heaped upon Horace 
Greeley during his lifetime extend
ed beyond his ignominious defeat In 
the election of 1872. This "disre
spect" included allegations that 

Greeley looked to undermine Lincoln at 
every tum, was a defeatist, and was sym
pathetic towards the Copperhead faction 
of the Democratic Party. When perusing 
our Rail Splitter archives, we came across 
two items that demonstrate, at least to a 
degree, the opposite. The first is a copy of 
"The Republican Campaign Songster for 
1860" that includes a patriotic campaign 
song written by Greeley hlmselP. The sec
ond is an 1864 Lincoln and .Johnson cam
paign cover not only sent by Greeley 
through the mails, but addressed in his 
hand and Initialed on the front "HG." So. 
while we don't expect people from desist
Ing in their Greeley-bashing (and having a 
little fun In the process!), we will do our 
bit to rehabilitate Uncle Horace's battered 
Image... particularly given the threat to 
"The Sage of Chappaqua's" moniker being 
usurped by that town's newest residents 
- ~ill and Hillary. (Not!) 

reminiscent of the George Washington 
miniature portrait mourning ring that 
the Smithsonian also houses in their 
permanent collection. (As the case 65 
years later, within weeks of 
Washington's death, numerous jewelers 
produced portrait mourning rings hon
oring our first President.) Also pictured 
here is an articulated gold Lincoln lock
et with black enamel scroll-and-lea! 
design running freely on each side. This 
piece, circa 1865, measures 1" in diame
ter, and is designed to resemble a minia
ture watchcase. It features a locking 
mechanism with a lifting spring activat
ed by pressure on a pin contained in a 
pendant post. The glass covered locket 

case contains a gold medal with 
Lincoln and Washington. The sec
ond locket, also donated by family
member Lincoln Isham, includes a 
medal whose obverse is identical 
to the campaign medal that fea
tured the legend: ABRAHAM LIN
COLN AN HONEST MAN THE 
CRISES DEMANDS HIS REELEC
TJON 1864. This piece features 
beveled glass on both sides with 

root l'i,ct •,r~t11t 
>.11a■aw ,o■-•o•, ·
"t.,..~•&naen 

outer scrollwork and an ornate pendant 
loop at the top. Birth and death years 
are inscribed on the medal's reverse. 

As we discover additional pieces, 
we look forward to adding them to our 
Lincoln jewelry boxl ~ 
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In The Marketplace 
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E 
very so often, truly significant Americana is "discovered" when a family finds themselves in 
need of funds - and recognizing they have an asset in "old family-owned papers." Such was 
the case for a Wheeling, West Virginia family that approached Dargate Auctions last June. 

The great-grandfather of the family matriarch was, ii turns out, the personal attorney for Salmon P. 
Chase, Secretary of the Treasury and Chief Justice of the Supreme Court. Among the treasures to 
reach the auction block (prices do not include a 15% buyer's premium): Lincoln's appointment of 
Chase as Secretary of the Treasury, $50,000; a short note written by Lincoln as President-elect, December 31, 1860, 
Inviting Chase to meet In Springfield - "In these troublous times, I would much like a conference with you. Please visit me here at once." 

..------------.., r.a======--=...i This note set the stage for several meetings that would result in the appoint-

tz.___ J ,.,.;p.,<._,. -- f.;,1,-, -c+_, .......= r- fl&-~ 
,,,,_;.c ,__, .,(_, ~,,,....,.-

~,._ '-7'. ~ ~ 

E-Wolf's June auction 
included this Remy De la 
Grange (American, 19th· 
20th century) "Abraham 

Lincoln Giving His Cleveland 
Speech, February 12, 1861" 
oil on canvas. signed in lower 
right and dated 1911. $4,600 
against an estimate of 

$8-10,000. 

ment to the Uncoln Cabinet, $54,000; a retained-copy of a letter from Chase 
to Mrs. Lincoln, written just after the President's second inauguration, gifting 

•. t•,•~•,. to the First Lady the Bible Lincoln kissed and used to swear his Oath of Office, 
4 ti,•·, . .,.,.,. "-J ,.=. $33,000. (The original letter and the Bible Itself reside in the Library of 
"''~!~ ~'f~";f, ;;,~ ,,.1,... Congress. The example sold here was Chase's retained copy for his personal 

.. ;.-,/.<. rM. F. files.) And finally, Chase's copy of the Oath of Office that he used while swear· 
i.,, it.,-.,_ ;: , ing-ln U.S. Grant in 1869 (Chase's crib-notes!) brought $7,500. 

-"'· • --tfJ&I,.. .... ,.... __ .. It-;::======================~ t.....! lir 4. u:- °'A• ,k +' .. 
P 

olitical Payoffs and "Withdrawals" 19th
century style! Jim Smith's Remember 
When auction In May had evidence of 
"money passing hands" - paychecks 

issued by the State of tliinois to Abraham Lincoln 
and Stephen Douglas. Written in 1841 and 1842 
and endorsed by the payees, the $1 O checks rep

resented compensation for Lincoln's drawing 
up a land abstract and for Douglas serving as 
a judge on the State Supreme Court. Both lots 
were withdrawn just prior to the sale. The 
office of the State of Illinois' Attorney General 
contacted the house with compelling evidence that these items proper
ly belonged to their archives and were most likely stolen prior to 1950. 
But, with all cases of replevin, there is no statute of limitations. Also in 
the sale was a fine CDV of Simon Cameron from the collection of Kate 

Chase. Signed by Cameron on the lower 
mount, it was redeemed for a more than 
reasonable $360. A dynamic and graphic 
carte-de-visite of "Old Abe", the eagle 
mascot of the 8th Wisconsin volunteers, 
perched on a cannon, rallied for $300. 
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W 
e received a copy of the inaugural fixed-price catalog of his-
toric militaria offered by the firm American 
Military Antiques and Fine Art of Bryn 
Mawr, PA. This enterprise 

is headed by Russ Pritchard, a gentle
man who has received some degree of 
notoriety In the recent past. In partner
ship with George Juno, they encountered 
legal problems over the purchase of a Civil 
War cannon from a G.A.R. post (which they 
replaced with a replica), the sale of artifacts 
related to C.SA. General George Pickett 
(resulting in a judgment against the two for 
over $800,000), and the staging of an appraisal 
on a rare sword for the PBS television program 
"The Antiques Roadshow" (which resulted in their being dropped from the show). Mr. 
Pritchard is now going "solo." Certainly, no one doubts his expertise in the field of 
American militaria. His catalog is well-organized and devoted almost exclusively to pre
sentation pieces. One entry relates to our field of collecting and is priced at a level that 
might indicate the high-cost of litigation: a glazed cotton campaign flag for Douglas & 
Johnson similar to the specimen pictured here. The one offered has been mounted onto 
a board, has scattered tears and holes, and carries the aggressive price-tag of $6,500. 

R 
M. Smythe's Spring auto
graph sale Included signed 
cartes-de-visite of Garfield 
and Hayes - photographed 

in uniform. They sold for $3,500 and 
$3,750 respectively (prices do not 
include 15% buyer's). In addition to 
being contemporaries of Lincoln, they 
more-than-followed In his footsteps by 
becoming bearded, Republican 
Presidents. An imperial-sized photo-

graph of Robert Todd Lincoln, 
dating from his tenure as 
President of the Pullman 
Company, realized $460. 
Photographs of the President's 
son are scarce. as he avoided for
mal sittings feeling his image was 
his own property (perhaps a reac
tion to the pervasive commercial 
use of his father's Image). 

N ot everything sells on E-Bay! This piece of 
Western kitsch failed to open at $95. 

A n exceptionally rare 1860 
ribbon with red over-print
ing - $3,500 from Dan 

Weinberg at the Mansfield, Ohio 
Civil War show. 

C ohasco of Yonkers, New York 
puts out regular catalogs of 
autographs, ephemera, maps, 
and philatelic material from all 

countries and time periods. They usually 
have a handful of Civil War era material. 
Their June sale Included this McClellan 
campaign ferrotype, of the "gem" vari
ety, which realized $375. A fair price for 

such a bright, clean 
specimen! 

G 
ary Hendershott's recent fixed-price list of "Historical Union Memorabilia" included a 
gorgeous sword presented to George McClellan as a testimonial of his accomplishments dur
ing the Mexican War. Manufactured by the premier arms manufacturer of the time, Ames of 
Chicopee, Massachusetts, it was carried by McClellan while Commander-in-Chief of the United States 

Army during the first years of the Civil Wart A richly-detailed silver grip is surmounted by a magnificent pommel inlaid with 
an amethyst. Price: $200,000. Also available: a Smith and Wesson pearl-handled revolver (shades of Patton!) presented to 
Gen. John C. Fremont "during the Metropolitan Fair in aid of the U. S. Sanitary Commission New York April 14, 1864." A simi-
lar gun was presented to Gen. George Meade. Gary notes that Fremont's wife, Jessie, was on the "Arms and Trophies" committee of 
the fair and may have had some influence in the qualities of arms produced and given out. Though not as flashy as the McClellan 
sword, still quite worthy at $75,000. 
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In The Marketplace, cont. 

C urrency Auctions of America, 
Inc.. headquartered in 
Rosemont, IL. sells old 
money for new money! Their 

May auction included more than 2,500 
lots of currency with numerous exam

ples depicting Abe Lincoln. A 
"fourth issue" 50-cent fractional 
currency note issued during the 
Civil War sold for $350. A $10 
note issued in 1863, described 
as having "extraordinary mar
gins. bold ink colors. and tons of 
eye appeal", was $5,300 (we col
lectors can get rather rhapsodic!) 
And. a $500 Gold Certificate from 
1882 with "utterly unmolested 

. paper surfaces" (gimme a break!) 
was $6.500. (Prices do not 

"' include buyer's premium.) Money 
makes the world go 'roundl 

B 
llled as the "Rrst Obtainable Printing of the 
Gettysburg Address", an 1863 imprint enti
tled An Oration Delivered On The Battlefield 

Of Gettysburg (New 
• York, Baker & 

Godwin, 48pp.) is 
o K -~~ l• Ii currently offered by 

TII l&fflllllU If tmmaa Chapel Hill Rare 

..-UD>S•m tal'l'llf ----------------··-·-
Books for S12.500. 
Listed in Monaghan 
as 1193, with origi
nal gray wraps 
Chapel Hill touts it as 
"an obvious corner
stone in any 
Americana or Civil 
War library" 

P 
residential Coin's June sale, held in conjunc
tion with the New Jersey Token & Medal 
Society Show in Somerset. New Jersey, had 
the usual assortment of Civil War and patri

otic tokens, medallic art, and presidential campaign 
items. A proof-like specimen of DeWitt AL-1864-34 
("Rrst Battalion Union Campaign Club~) is described 
as the "business strike" of "die 131." This signifies the original use of the die. 
Combinations with other dies ("mulings") were produced and later designated as 
"Civil War patriotic tokens" and cataloged as such by Fuld. For some reason, this 
variety escaped his notice. Estimated at an aggressive $3,000-5,000, this rarity sold 
for $2.200 plus 15%. An attractive bronze plaque measuring 73 x 102mm, issued by 
the American Numismatic Society in 1916. attracted a final bid of S460 plus buyer's. 

H istorical Collectible Auctions of Burlington. North 
Garollna sold the followlng In their March sale: an 
1860 first edition sheet music of Dan Emmett's I 

W,sh I Was In Dixie's Land (commonly known as "Dixie" - a 
favorite of President Lincoln) for $150; an 18" pot-metal eagle 
purportedly used to adorn Lincoln's Tomb (from the estate of 
noted Lincoln biographer Stefan Lorant) for $1,380; and a 
Horace Greeley ALS from 1870 offering his services as lectur
er on "Abraham Lincoln, Sett-Moderation, and The Women 
Question" (ata more than reasonable $100 a lecture) for $250. 
One can't help wonder if "The Sage of Chappaqua• moderated 1 
his estimate of Lincoln for a post-assassination audience. 

H award s. Mott of Sheffield, MA Issues periodic lists 
of printed and manuscript Americana as well as 
maps. For $6,500 you can purchase an Autographed 
Note signed by Lincoln, dated December 31, 1863. 

addressed to Acting Surgeon-General Joseph K. Barnes, 
inquiring as to a vacancy for the position of hospital chaplain. 
Barnes' negative response is penned below the President's 
note. The significance of this piece Is that Barnes was one of 
the physicians who attended Lincoln on his death-bed, serv
ing in the same capacity for President Garfield. 

D avid Lesser of Woodbridge, CT issues catalogs of 
"Significant and Unusual Imprints Relating to 
America" (that's a euphemism for expensive, neat 
stuff!). A first printing of Lincoln's Gettysburg 

Address In book form, published by Baker & Godwin of New 
York in 1863 ls available for $4,000. Edward Everett's Oration 
takes up most of the book, while the Presidential speech occu
pies but half of page 40. 

F ixed-price catalogs tend to be a thing of the past. When 
we come across one, the prices seem to fall Into two 
categories - astronomical or cheap - there is no mid

dle ground. The latter was the case, we believe, with the Apnl 
catalog issued by DeWolfe & Wood, of Alfred, ME. The 900 
lots comprised the collection of Kenneth Carpenter, a retired 
Harvard librarian. The material was mostly books and 
ephemera designated as "A Collection on the History of 
American Polrtical Life." Items dated from 1805 through 1992. 
Sadly, if you weren ·1 one of the first few to receive this cata
log, don't bother to call! Some examples to demonstrate what 
you missed: an 1859 bio in wraps promoting Simon Cameron 
(old ·s1y Si") for president m 1860 (S30): the • Constitution 
and by-laws of the New York Republican Central Campaign 
Club. 1860." in wraps ($30): two copies of H. M. Flynt's 1860 
campaign bio of Douglas In wraps ($35 ea.); the "Wide-Awake 
Vocalist: or. rail-splitters' song booK' in wraps ($80): the clas
sic over-sized 1860 Lincoln ballot from Boston depicting 
Lincoln amidst campaign torches and lanterns ($100); an 
1864 campaign bio of McClellan In wraps ($45): and Thayer's 
1864 Lincoln campaign blo The Pioneer Boy ... and how he 
became presidBnt ($30). Most dealers would have added a 
"zero" at the end of each price end still sold all their Invento
ry. Ohhhh, to have a mole in the Post Office! 
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made from wood that was removed W
es Cow. an·s June sale of Americana offered this I 
unsigned oil painting attributed to George 
Frederick Wright (1828-1881). A letter from 
Wright's daughter relates • My parents were very 

0 n e-Bay: a gavel documented to be 

I from the Abraham Lincoln home in 

good friends of the Lincolns, and since they lived in 11 
Springfield, Iii. ii was easy for my father to get sittings. It is 
hence impossible to say how many portraits of Lincoln he 
painted " Wright 1s known to have painted one portrait of 
Lincoln in 1860 and at least two additional after his inaugura• 
lion. This 25 x 29" rendition, possibly done from life failed to 
open at S15.000 with a reserve in excess of twice that amount. 
Also in the sale were two very unusual posters with African
American sub1ect matter. The first, entitled Out of Darkness 
Into Light depicts six vignettes of African-Americans in various 
occupational pursuits, a dozen prominent African-American 

--:=::=:=--,-.....,..---,-~-- leaders, beneath larger 
OUlOF f Images of Lincoln and 

1 ~ Grant The second piece, 
PROGRESS entitled Progress of Liberty 
~&~ depicts 25 vignettes show-I 

)lr Ing the strides made by 
~ ~11..t African-Americans since 

• ~~ Emancipation. A depiction I 
1.:: , ~ of the famous statue of 

'' Lincoln emancipating the 
r-~ ~ slaves dominates the bot-
"l!l' tom portion of the poster. 

I Circa 1875, these graphic 
.. • ~ "historical documents" fDal sold for $1,400 and $950 - I respectively. 

E arly American History lived up to its name with some nice 11 ~ ~ {'' {J. 
items in recent sales. An ALS by Gen. McClellan addressed to ~ ~1 l 1 } t('J 
President Lincoln requesting the appointment of an aide-de· ~ i ..J \ ► r .r-..l"'°" ~ 
camp to the general's staff, was endorsed by the President • l , i' , '" •j 

with: "Let the appointment be made according to Gen. McClellan's ~ ,r<- • t~.._ 
request." In such instances, Lincoln usually signed and endorsed the I · t ,.:!.~ ~ ~ 
verso of such requests/documents. As such, the two letters weren't -..i 
always ·on the same page." However. in this instance, this was "f::;ft,~ 
not the case - a scarce example - autographically speaking - ;.-a:!-
making for a much nicer display piecel The document realized --~--- _,. ✓,~ 

,)!',.,._/!, 
$7,500. For some reason. two gorgeous Lincoln-Hamlin cam- !:!!'!!!!~~ J~ ,.,,., 

pa1gn ferrotypes failed to sell, these distinguished by the fact Tl 
that they were in pristine condition, an unusual occurrence. An LM.!-acKT 

Springfield during early restoration 
around the turn of the century. The wood 
came from a window sill and a roof board 
Following the restoration of the house, this 
wood was given to Mr. C. A. Steele to be 
made Into a gavel 10 be used at the celebra
tion of the Freeport Lincoln-Douglas 

I 
Debates. This piece comes from inventory 
being released by the North Missouri 
Historical Society, that inslltution providing 
a notarized statement from their President 
stating "We have decided the gavel no 
longer fits the needs of our Lincoln collec
tion as our concent·ation is now on the per· 
sonal effects of Abraham Lincoln and not 
related material. We guarantee this item to 
be original as advertised 
and described." 
Thirteen bids 
were executed 
with a final bid of 
S650 failing to 
meet the auction reserve. 

~ ,r.-.Jo •t,. 
J_...,,_..,,,.~ U-

JJ-r-..1. .. v ~~r -:I' 
~ ff- ,,,_ -cJ-~ .. -<.,r~ 

~~-..C 

., 

"early copy'' of the Our American Cousm handbill lrom Ford's WU WR 
~-mn -Theatre (a.k.a. the "Buckingham printing") went by-the-boards _ --- .. ~ 

for an incredible $5,200. A Lincoln Civil War "dog-tag" with the :., ~~~•-: 
reverse inscnption ·we Mourn The Nations Loss April 15th 
1865" - a very rare usage - sold for $690. Finally, a I 
"Gettysburg" lot consisting of an ALS by Massachusetts 
Governor John Andrew inviting a U.S. Marshal to be part of the 
Boston delegation to the consecration of the Gettysburg 
cemetery together with an official Invitation and 
"Programme of Events" to the Gettysburg event, m the 
original envelope. was not offered "in vain' achieving 
a memorable $9,200. (We knew the esli'nate of S300· 
500 could not "long endure.") 

R obert Batchelder's (Ambler, PA) latest fixed-price 
list includes a mourning envelope addressed m 
Mary Todd Lincoln's hand and free-franked by her. 

It dates from her 1868 visit to a spa In Altoona, PA and Is 
priced at $4,200. A Lincoln ALS to Major General Irwin 
McDowell, May 15, 1862, inquires of the General "What is 
the strength of your force actually with you?" This informa
tion was required to determine the feasibility of sending 
requested reinforcements to McClellan. Eventually, 
McDowell was ordered to join forces with McClellan in an 
attack on Richmond. This significant document reflecting 
Lincoln's involvement In military affairs is $45,000. 
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In The Marketplace, cont. 

W llliam Doyle Galleries 
of NYC sold a rare 
Lincoln lithograph In 

April - "Abraham Lincoln, from 
the Portrait taken from Life by 
Charles A. Barry. Lithograph by J. 
E. Baker, printed by J. H. Bufford's 
Lltho .. Boston. Published by Geo. 
Ward Nichols, New York, 1860." 
Measuring a healthy 19 1/2 x 22 
1/2", this desirable print pub
lished early in the campaign real
ized $17,250. 

I ra & Larry Goldberg Coins & Collectibles of 
Beverly Hills sold the Burg Visiting and Calling 
Card Collection this past June. Comprised of 
over 600 examples - ranging from John 

Adams to Emile Zola - ii was touted 
as the largest collection of its kind 
ever assembled. Famous personali
ties from all walks-of-life were rep
resented. including Sitting Bull, 
Hitler, Houdini, and Trotsky. Mr. 
Burg began collecting these cards in 
1938, under the guidance and with 
the assistance of noted autograph 
dealer Mary Benjamin. A card 
engraved "Mrs. A. Lincoln" with 
black mourning border, estimated at 
a low $300-450, realized a whop-
ping $2,000. A card with an 

._ __________ .,_,, engraved facsimile signature of A. 
Lincoln, on manila card stock, sold 

I 
( 

usual abundance of interesting 
material. A ninth-plate ruby 

----·· cv--~ 
c; ,ff. //At .rr-/. 0~ 

'?"~~l ~rt!'~-

ambrotype of a Southern youth wearing a "North 
Carolina [sic) secession badge" - an interesting image before "Johnny Got 
His Gun" - tallied $980. An note by Boston Corbett, dated the very day he 

killed John Wilkes Booth (talk about instant celebrity!), 
made $3,100. An autographed carte-de-visite of 

Andrew Johnson sold for $3,000. An archive of 
six photos of Thomas Eckert, taken later In life, 
commanded $275. Eckert was a War 
Department telegraph operator who had rou
tine contact with President Lincoln. In fact, 
Lincoln had invited Eckert to be his guest at 
Ford's Theatre on the night of April 14, 1865. Eckert was detained by 
Sec. of War Stanton, arriving at the theatre shortly after the assassl• 

nation. A souvenir fragment of the blood-stained dress worn by actress 
Laura Keene on the night of the assassination wtth a presentation inscrip· 

tion m her hand took center stage for $18,400. 

A 
few more e-Bay finds: a 9 x 12" albumen photograph of a Lincoln statue sculpted by P. 
Mazzara of San Francisco and exhibited at the Mechanic's Fair in 1865 sold for $320. 
Also In the artistic realm is this miniature portrait on ivory by listed artist J. R. Smith 
(died 1864). There must be a lot of art lovers on the web, as this piece attracted nine-

teen bidders executing a total of sixty-nine bids, before being "hammered down" for $2,550. 
Less appreciated was a deluxe edition of Lincoln's Words on Living Questions (1901) from 
the personal library of William Randolph Hearst. complete with Heart's name stamped in gold 
on the cover and an inscribed presentation from the father of yellow journalism. Bidding up 
to $550 failed to meet the reserve. And, a 5 x 8" advertising circular from 1864 hawking cam
paign prints and cartoons published by Currier & Ives sold for $495. "Grand National Banners" 
which today sell in the thousands, were, at time of issue, 6-cents a piece when purchased in whole
sale lots of one hundred or more! Cartoons, being slighUy larger in size, were just 10-cents each. 

for $3,800. We are quite certain that President 
Lincoln never had a calling card - a view con
firmed by Illinois State and L.O.C. (Do you really 
think the humble Mr. Lincoln would have gone lo 
the expense to have HIS signature reproduced in 
this manner?) So ... what is the piece? We have 
seen engraver's proofs and bookplates incorporat-
ing this facsimile signature which, doubtless, was 
the source for this example. This card is a JOKER! 

l':lllJT& 7~11 'tHl C4lll~alml. 

---
____ . ....._.._ ___ _ 

• 
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C 
hristies continues to be a prime source for Important Llncolniana. Their May sale of Books. Manuscripts, and 
Americana amply sustained the tradition. The only question - where to begin? (Amounts quoted include buyer's pre
mium - 17.5% up to $80,000 -10% from then on!) A letter from Norman Judd (accomplished in the hand of Oliver 
Davis). as Chairman of the Illinois State Delegation to the 1860 Republican Convention. addressed to the Chairman 

of the Massachusetts Delegation, discusses pre-balloting strategy claiming " ... we cannot carry Illinois with any other man 
except Mr Lincoln." (S16.450) A signed Brady carte-de-visite of Lincoln with John Hay's authentication of the President's 
signature on verso made $76,375. An ALS by Lincoln. May 21, 1862, addressed to General McClellan discussing strategy 
for the Peninsula Campaign and the logistics of troop transport vis-a-vis Gen. McDowell (for Lincoln's letter to McDowell, 
see our item in our write-up of Robert Batchelder's recent offering) sold for an astounding $462,000 against an otherwise 
aggressive estimate of $150,000-200,000. Another ALS. this addressed to Secretary of War Stanton. a recommendation 
and letter of introduction for George K. Pomeroy, son of Rebecca Pomeroy, a nurse who attended to Lincoln's children ~ ,, 
during their illnesses and to wounded soldiers in the Washington area, also hit the block. Mrs. Pomeroy was very close ,.,, ,',I;~/.:'.. 
to the Lincolns and. like the famous Mrs. Bixby. lost sons in the War. Sold with the original transmittal envelope with cover 
note initiated by the President. this poignant ensemble made $352,000. A group relating to Dr. lsachar Zacharie. the Jewish chiropodist who 

- .J 

treated Lincoln's feet as well as the tootsies of other prominent politicians (Clay, Calhoun. Seward, Grant. and McClellan) as well as countless Union troops, 
was offered. Dr. Zacharie traveled throughout the South gathering information for the Administration acting in the capacity of a quasi-spy, taking the pulse 
of public opinion and reporting back. before exposure of these activities in the press put an end to all such activities. The centerpiece of the offering was 
a letter signed by Seward and Lincoln in the form of a testimonial to the medical abililles of Dr Zacharie. Sold together wrth 
a cabinet photo of the doctor, this unique lot walked out the door for $88,000. Christies East on the other side of Manhattan 
also had a sale moving a manuscript page from an 1846 Illinois poll book detailing the results of Lincoln's Congressional 
race against Peter Cartwright ($1.880). 

//.. 

)... ,... • ,< ·- ~ ·7 
L. ~ .l.,--r·~ 
1(,..,.4_. .. , ••• 7 

J ohn Bell had no chance of winning the election 
of 1860 but that didn't stop him from putting 
on a strong campaign. One of the better arti

facts to recently surface Is this tin and glass "Bell" 
parade lantern offered by Slater's Americana, incor
porating the image of a bell on three sides and origi
nating in West Roxbury, MA, home-state of Bell's run
ning mate, Edward Everett. ($5,800.) Tom has been 
auctioning the Harris Collection for the past year with 
four more sales planned - including one in September 
and another in December. We expect more of this 
blockbuster material to be offered! 

Y 
orll Town Auctions of York, 
PA sotd this wooden statue 
of Lincoln in April It was 
carved by a living artist, 

Armand Lamontine, who did similar 
works of Ted Williams and Babe Ruth 
now on display in the Baseball Hall of 
Fame in Cooperstown. Almost life
size at 65" in height, this tremendous 
rendition was gaveled-down for 
$6,250 plus 10%. 
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In The Marketplace, cont. 

S ome interesting documents In the market: Mike Brackin of 
Manchester, CT offers In his current fixed-price list of military 
ephemera an 1864 document related to the presidential election - a 

power-of-attorney from a New York artilleryman authorizing a gentleman to 
act as his proxy and vote for him In the general election. ($95) Butterfield's 
Fine Books and Manuscripts auction in March had an interesting pair of 
ALS's by Jefferson Davis. Written in 1875 to the representative of the 
Winnebago County Industrial Association, the first letter accepts an Invita
tion to appear at the fair and give an address. After receiving a letter of 
protest from some of the associations' members, Davis withdrew his 
acceptance, saying "Three objects mainly ... induced me to accept the invi
tation: first the hope that personal intercourse might remove some of the 
prejudices which had been generated by partisan factions, and nurtured by 
individual and sectional hate, anxious now, as in former years to promote 
the interests of our great valley of the Mississippi. .. " These letters sold for 
$1,265 and $1.500 respectively. Simple & Direct of Las Vegas had several 
lots In two recent auctions that also caught our attention. In March, they 
sold a two page ALS by John l Ford, impresario of Ford's Theatre in 
Washington. dated one month before his death in February, 1894. The let
ter deals with arrangements for a Shakespearean tour which Ford predict
ed would be "the greatest effort of my managerial life." (Sadly, nothing 
would ever upstage the performance of April 14, 1865). Price: $2,300. A 
printed Manuscript Signed by Joseph H. Hazelton. an excerpt of his eye
witness recollection of the assassination of Lincoln. written In 1927, relates 
how the then twelve-year old Hazelton. a program boy at Ford's Theatre. 
conversed with Booth outside the theatre on his way home from school 
Booth asked him if he was going to be an actor some day and gave him 10-
cents in fractional currency as a gift. Hazelton later witnessed Booth enter 
the theatre and approach the President. taking in the entire sequence of 
events. This gripping reminiscence also made $2,300. And, in the June 
sale. a John Hay letter that was bizarre. to say the least sold for $850 plus 
buyer's. This 3 1/2 page missive, dated December 23. 1880, was written 
while Hay was acting Secretary of State. The text, In full: "Referring to the 
reply of this Department of the 2nd of November last, to your letter of the 
9th of October last, in relation to the head of Commodore John Paul Jones 
which you say you saw preserved In alcohol In the Museum of the Royal 
College of Surgeons in London, I now have to inform you that a dispatch 
No. 94, of the 27th ultimo. from Mr. Lowell. the Minister of the United 
States at London, said that the messenger of his Legation, at his request, 
visited the Museum of the Royal College of Surgeons In Lincoln's Inn Fields, 
on the 25th of last month, where he carefully examined the collections, and 
particularly the crania, and was unable to find the object labeled 'the head 
of the American pirate Paul Jones', mentioned in your letter. The messen
ger could find nothing In relation to it in the catalogue and was, moreover, 
assured by the officers of the Museum that there was nothing of the kind 
whatever In its collections." Jones died In 1792 and was buried In an 
unmarked grave In St. Louis Cemetery which belonged to the French royal 
family. Several of Jones· Scottish relatives objected to plans to exhume the 
body and return it to the United States. A six-year search initiated by U. S. 
Ambassador Horace Porter In 1899 resulted in locating the gravesite. In 
1906, President Theodore Roosevelt sent four cruisers to bring Jones· 
remains back to the United States. Today, a Marine honor guard stands at 
the crypt at the U. S. Naval Chapel in Annapolis, where Jones' remains rest 
In a casket (complete with head, we assume!) 

orm 
Boas' 
Seaport 

Autographs had 
numerous 
Lincoln and Civil 
War items in recent catalogs. A Manuscript Document Signed. January 
20, 1865, detailed a financial agreement between the artist Francis B. 
Carpenter, the engraver A. H. Ritchie. and the publishers Derby & MIiier, 
to reproduce Carpenter's painting of the The First Reading of the 
Emancipation Proclamation Before the Cabinet. The piece sold almost 
Immediately to an Institution for $2,750. The verso of this document is a 
receipt signed by Carpenter for advance monies received. (President 
Lincoln purchased the first copy of this engraving, a signed artist's 
proof, for $50- we would have given It to him for free!) Subsequent 
copies were produced after the President's death and proved very popu
lar. Also offered was the anti-Lincoln cartoon published by Currier & 
Ives, • The Nigger' in the Woodpile, at $550 and the cartoon pictured 
here ... but one of many ~u ., ___ ,_ 

In the catalog from the 
London humor publica
tion "Fun." Printed on 
one side of an 8 x 11" 
sheet, these are encoun
tered less frequently 
than "Punch" cartoons 
and, like those, are not
at-all sympathetic 
towards Lincoln. ($75) 

Antique and Design Center, 
New Windsor, NY sold this 

bas-relief plaster by 
Borglum: $1,250 in May. 

Uu~n:rr .ult. JIIJDbJCI. 

Eyeglasses belonging to a nephew 
of Edwin Booth - $32 on e-Bay. 

fllllHIHU 

A true rarity-a ribbon 
from the unsuccessful 

1863 Ohio gubernatorial 
campaign of Copperhead 
Clement Vallandlgham. 

CG--4B._ - 1---Ea-r-ly-"lo_ca_ls_"_(p-ol-ltl_ca_ls-1 
from a local campaign) are 
almost unknown. S51 o on 
e-Bay to a sophisticated, 

Midwestern collector. 
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• 
A pair of cartes on e-8ay: the sculptress 
Vinnie Ream and one of her masterpiece. 

$185 for the pair. 

This cabinet card of Lincoln secre-
tary John Hay was recenUy 

offered on e-Bay. Early images of 
Hay are quite scarce and this one 
did not go unnoticed by seasoned 

Lincoln buffs. $534. 

S 
wann's April sale of "Important" photographs had two period albumen 
prints by Gardner of conspirators Michael O'Laughlin 
and Thomas A. Jones. O'Laughlin went unsold while 
Jones brought $3,200. The New York auction house 

I 
had another sale In June offering this real "Nast-y" item ... a 
mounted albumen photograph of a Thomas Nast sketch 
"Lincoln Entering Richmond, Va. April 4th 1865." (1868 
copyright.) The photo has been retouched and highlighted 
with various notations related to positioning and image size 

made in the margins. The verso has 
been signed in pencil "Positively to be 
Returned to Th: Nast, Morristown, N.J." 
(this in the hand of the master caricaturist himself who, we 

, must assume, wasn't keen on living in NYC and became an early commuter). $850. 

"E-Bay Expertise ... Does It Exist?" 

This oversized mounted albumen recently sold on e
Bay for $2,000. It was described by the seller as an 
unpublished photograph ot Lincoln's funeral in 
New York City. Unfortunately, many ot the details 
were not apparent in the scan but were dis
cernible only upon close, actual examination. The 
buyer, upon receipt of his purchase, showed the 
piece to fellow collectors and solicited lmput. 
Two conclusions soon became apparent. It isn't 
New York City and it isn't Lincoln's funeral. The 
steep throughfare in the Image does not 
match any of New York City's topography. The 
building at the top of the hill is actually the 
State Capital in Albany, New York which was
n't built until the 1870s. Besides the style of clothing worn by the spectators which is not consistent with 
the fashion of 1865, telephone lines are visible strung across the street. The telephone was not invented 
until 1878. The conclusion - the image possibly depicts U. S. Grant's funeral winding through downtown 
Albany. The item has been returned to the seller hopefully for a refund. The moral: try to research items 
before purchase and be very wary if you are unable to examine potential acquisitions first-hand. 

F inding anything 
for President 
Andrew Johnson 

is a formidable task, 
especially anything com
plimentary. This bold 
piece of sheet music, 
printed in black and 
brown. went for a real 
"song" on e-Bay to a 
shrewd Connecticut 
dealer. $125. 

T he Wide Awake organization was particularly active 
in the New England states, as evidenced by this 
Invitation to a "Grand Republican Demonstration 

and Torch-Light Procession" in Boston. Held shortly after a 
similar parade in New York City, the organizers of this event 
promised it would be a "wide awake ocassion." Sold by R. 
M. Smythe of NYC for $250. 
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Rail Splinters 
~ In our last issue, we reported on the sale of a 
~ Lincoln autograph on e-Bay for $1,800 (pictured 
in that issue). Like so many other pieces, this "autograph" was 
accompanied by a "certificate of authenticity" signed by Donald 
Frangipani of Brooklyn, NY. (By the way, Lincoln's signature and 
that of Mr. Frangipani appeared, on the surface, quite similar, 
but, we digress ... ) It seems Mr. Frangipani has run afoul of the 
law. A lawsuit has been filed in CaUfornia Superior Court on 
behalf of six clients who claim to have purchased fraudulent 
sports memorabilia on e-Bay. Defendants include several indi
viduals charged with forging athletes' names on photographs, 
letters, and baseballs, as well as four alleged distributors and 
authenticators of forged merchandise, Mr. Frangipani among 
them. We will monitor developments and report back. 

~ NOTICE: The Lincoln Museum in Fort Wayne, IN Is 
' - • • hosting a national conference on Abraham Lincoln 

beginning September 23rd. The program starts with five different 
speakers discussing the theme "Now /-le Belongs to the Ages: 
Lincoln and the New Millennium." The colloquium will be fol
lowed in the evening with the R. Gerald McMurtry Lecture to be 
delivered this year by Judge Frank J. Williams. Cost for these 
events which include an evening reception is $35, or $30 for 
Lincoln Museum members. Open to the public. reservations can 
be made by calling 219455-6087 or by writing to: The Lincoln 
Museum, 200 E. Berry Street, Fort Wayne, IN 46801. 

Lincoln's Boyhood Home, "Knob Creek", 
On Way To Becoming a National Historic Site. 

~ Rail Sp/ii/er Carl Howell, Jr., President of 
~ Preservation of Lincoln's Kentucky Heritage, Inc. 

in Hodgenville, KY, reports to us of the impending sale of 
Lincoln's boyhood home. Located ten miles away from the 
Abraham Lincoln Birthplace National Historic Site, the 228 acre 
site is now privately owned. The Lincoln family lived there from 
1811 to 1816, prior to moving to Indiana. The current log cabin 
was built in 1931, partly from logs taken from a cabin that 
belonged to a boyhood friend of Lincoln's, Austin Gallaher. 
Another larger cabin was also erected at that time and serves as 
an exhibition space and souvenir shop. With the assistance of 
the National Park Trust, Carl's organization has purchased an 
option on the property. The full purchase price is Sl million. The 
State of Kentucky has budgeted $500,000 towards the sale. The 
balance of the money must be raised privately and becomes due 
on April I, 2001. U successful, the group plans to donate the site 
to the National Park Service. The property and historic site will 
be connected to the Birthplace Site, Sinking Spring, by a series of 
hiking trails. Tax-deductible contributions may be made to: 
Preservation of Lincoln's Kentucky Heritage, Inc., c/o Opal Dail, 
310 S. Lincoln Blvd., Hodgenville, KY 42748. 

~ Rail Spliller William Hallam Webber of 
~ Gaithersburg, MD recently had a hand In correct

ing a mistake of long-standing. For more than thirty years, a 
photo of Clara Harris who, with her fiance Maj. Henry Rathbone 
occupied the Presidential Box the night of the assassination, has 
been on display at Ford's Theatre. The National Archives con
curred in the attribution. Several books on the assassination 
employed this very image. It now appears that the lady in ques
tion is probably not Mrs. Harris. Thanks to Hallam, the offending 

Imposter (1.), real (r.) 
"Will the real Mrs. Harris please stand up?" 

photo has been 
removed and 
replaced by a por
trait from his col
lection that the 
parties involved 
feel confident actu
ally is Clara Harris. 
Congratulations to 
Hallam ... now on to 
other challenges! 

~ The Gilder-Lehrman Institute of American 
~ History of New Rochelle, NY has established a 
website that describes life In the Lincoln White House. It profiles 
family members, Cabinet officers, generals, politicians, and 
famous visitors. The signing of the Emancipation Proclamation, 
receptions by Mrs. Lincoln, and Lincoln's funeral can be viewed. 
No doubt, photographs and historical documents from the 
Gilder-Lehrman holdings are featured. The site name: 
www.mrlincolnswhitehouse.org 

~ An interview with Rail Splitter Scott Sandage was 
~ recently featured in the New York Times Sunday 
Magazine. Scott, a historian at Carnegie-Mellon University, is fin
ishing a book entitled Forgotten Men: fajlure in American 
C!.!.ll.Yre. He also Leaches a course on success and failure which. 
appropriately enough, was the subject of the above-mentioned 
interview. Not surprisingly, Scott managed to inject a reference 
to someone who had his share of both: "Abraham Lincoln went 
bankrupt as a storekeeper, was defeated for election and had 
this long list of failures before he was elected President of the 
United States. But his success was not in making money; it was 
in doing good. We don't have enough examples of that kind of 
success in business .. ." 

~ The Lincoln Forum has scheduled its fifth annual 
~ conference ("Lincoln Forum V"). It will take place 
in Gettysburg November 16-18, 2000. Entitled Lincoln 2000: New 
Insights for the New Cenwry, the events scheduled include: lec
tures, panel discussions. slide shows, and a Gettysburg battle
field tour. Several prominent historians, inclucling Mark Neely, Jr., 
Doris Kearns Goodwin, Michael Beschloss, and Gary Gallagher 
will participate. Ms. Goodwin is currently working on a book 
about the Lincoln White House, while Mr. Beschloss is research
ing a major new book about the Lincoln assassination and its 
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impact on American history and culture. Lecturers will discuss 
such topics as: Lincoln's wartime reputation; the impact of the 
1864 Union presidential election on Confederate soldiers; and 
General Sickles, President Lincoln, and the aftermath of the 
Battle of Gettysburg. Presentations will cover "Abraham Lincoln 
in Death and Memory" and "The Lincoln Family" with contribu
tions by experts on these subjects. On the final evening of the 
gathering, this year's coveted Richard Nelson Current Lincoln 
Forum Award will be presented to the eminent historian David 
Herbert Donald. For further information, contact Annette 
Westerby, Lincoln Forwn Administrator, at 303-721-6681. 

Lincoln's Washington retreat designated the 
most endangered historic site in the nation. 
~ Lincoln aficionados are generally aware that the 
~ President spent a great deal of time at the Soldiers 

and Sailors' Home in Washington, D.C., particularly in 
the oppressive summer months. He would take the three-mile 
ride on horseback sometimes unaccompanied. After a sniper 
shot at him and put a bullet through his stovepipe hat, security 
arrangements were put in place and the trips were made by car
riage with military escort. Lincoln stayed in Anderson Cottage. 
named after Major Robert Anderson of Ft. Sumter fame. The cot
tage, built in 1842 and situated on a 320-acre tract, was pur
chased by Gen. Winfield Scott with $100,000 in Mexican War 
booty, to be used as a home for disabled and indigent veterans. 
The cottage currently serves as oflice space on the grounds. The 
building has been neglected and is in serious need of repair. The 
basement has seepage, the radiators leak, casements are rotted, 
and the wiring is outmoded. It is hoped funds will be made avail
able to not only make these ..---------------, 
repairs, but restore the build
ing to the way it looked when 
Lincoln stayed there. Richard 
Moe, President, National Trust 
for Historic Preservation, 
noted ''It's probably the coun
try's most significant Llncoln 
site because it is the only one 
associated with his presiden
cy, and it's the only major 
Lincoln site that has not been 
restored." ~: On .July ...___. ___ ...._~~-"'-a--"""""-~ 

8th, President Clinton visited Lhe cottage and signed a procla
mation designating the site a National Monument. "There is frag
ile, vital history in this house," Clinton said. "Today. we come to 
reclaim it, to preserve it and make it live again." 

~ Sharing Lincoln with others ... Rail Splitter Robert 
~ French has donated his collection to Lawrence 

University in Wisconsin. Bob, a 1948 graduate of 
Lawrence, amassed one of the Linest libraries of books on 
Lincoln. Besides books, the collection includes imprints of 
Lincoln speeches, graphics. and statuary. Most of the collection 
was acquired by systematic scouring of bookstores in Chicago, 
Philadelphia, and New York. He purchased his first Lincoln book 
in 1941 with high school graduation money. Together with a pre
vious gift of 400 items from another Lawrence alumnus, L. 
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Kelville Larson, the collection will form the nucleus of the 
"Lincoln Reading Room" in the Lawrence University Library. It is 
hoped that visitors to the library will not only become acquaint
ed with Lincoln, but be inspired by him. Bob relates " ... if we fol
low Lincoln's footsteps, we'll learn to live with different races not 
only in our own country, but in the world." 

~ Ever wonder 
~ what a land
mark Lincoln collection 
might be worth? Rail 
Splitter Richard Sheaff 
was kind enough to send 
us a copy of the 
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original letter from 
Brown University that accompanied payment for the Charles 
McLellan Collection. Mailed on June 28, 1923, the check was 
issued in the amount of $42,500. How much would that be in 2000 
dollars? The appreciated value must far outstrip inflation. 

~ "Serendipity," the 
• aptitude for mak
ing desirable discoveries by 
accident, describes our 
stumbling across this deli
cate piece of ephemera. 
Measuring just 3 x 6" on very 
thin paper, this advertise
ment was found tipped-in at 
the back of an 1860 campaign 
songster that recently came 
onto the market. The song
ster was of moderate interest 
to the buyer - but far from a 
"must have." That is up until 
he took the time to riffle 
through the pages and find 
this little treasure at the back 
of the book! This advertise
ment - for our namesake -
details Lhat the paper, 
"designed to take the 'Starch' 
our of the 'little Giant'" could 
be purchased for 50-<ents a 
copy "during the Campaign," 
with up to 20 copies sent to 
the same address for only 25-
cents each! 
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"O fatal day ... " 

TI-IE TAFr DIARY 
------- -- ---, 

We are honored to present herein excerpts 
from the diary of Horatio Nelson Taft, pub-1 
lished for the first time anywhere. Mr Taft 
was the father of Dr. Charles Sabin Taft who 
administered to President Lincoln en the 
nighl of the assassination. Horatio Taft 
worked in the Patent Office in Washington, 
D.C. He was familiar with the Washington 
social scene. routinely went to the Capitol to 
hear political speeches. and was a regular 
churchgoer His three-volume diary covers the 
period from January 1, 1861 lhroug1 May 
1865 and details all the activities to which Taft 
was either a witness or participant. One of his 
daughters, Julia Taft Bayne, would later write 
a Lincoln biography. Tad Lincoln's Father 
(1931 ). This remarkable diary has been donat
ed to lhe Library of Congress and will be made 
available this month in its entirety on-line. 

April 14th - J/2 past 10 o'clock PM. 
0 fatal day. 0 noble victim. The 

President has been assassinated. It has 
just been announced at my door that he 
was shot a half hour ago at Fords 
Theatre. Is it possible? I have just come 
from near the scene - it is too much, 

11 o'clock PM. April 30th 1865, 
This has been a most eventful 

month. The most eventful in the history 
of our country. We have seen during this 
month the complete scorching out of the 
"Great Rebelllon" by a series of masterly 
military achievements. The occupation 
or the Rebel Capitol by our troops. The 
surrender of Genl. Lee with his army near 
Richmond, and the surrender of Gen. 
Johnson and his army in North Carolina, 
and above all in importance which has 
occurred in the world during this month. 
the President of the United States has 
been assassinated. Abraham Lincoln the 
good and kind hearted, was shot while 
sitting in his box at Ford's Theatre on the 
night of the 14th inst. at about half past 
ten o'clock Mr. Lincoln had been in the 
habit of attending the theatre occasional
ly, perhaps once in four or six weeks as a 
relaxation from the arduous duties of his 
position and constant mental exertion. 
On this occasion he went rather reluc
tantly. But it had been published in the 
bills that hrmself and Genl. Grant would 
be present, and Genl. Grant having left 

the city in the evening train for Phila. the 
President said that he did not "wish the 
people to be disappointed" and so went 
with his Lady arriving about 1/2 past 8. 
Miss Harris (daughter of Hon. Isa Harris) 
and Maj. Rathbone of Albany were also in 
the same box which was a double one 
two being thrown into one. This box was 
in the 2nd tier and entered from the dress 
circle through a narrow corridor some 
three feet wide and eight or ten long. 
There was a door at the dress circle encl 
and at the other end there were two 
doors, one for each box but now the two 
boxes being thrown into one, one of the 
doors was closed, the other was open, 
and all of them unguarded. The assassin 
J. Wilkes Booth had made his arrange
ment in the most deliberate manner, 
probably during that day. He had fixed a 
bar across the door leading into the 
dress circle and had cut a hole through 
the closed door leading into the box, 
which enabled him to see the exact posi
tion of the President and others in the 
box without being seen himself. At about 
1/2 past 10, he entered the corridor from 
the dress circle, barred the door to pre
vent any one from entering, examined the 
position of Mr. Lincoln through the hole 
in the closed door. Then entered the box 
behind all who were in their chairs (as 
they were looking toward the stage) and 
standing within three or four feet of Mr. 
Lincoln. Shot him in the back of the head. 
The ball entering about two inches from 
the left ear near the base of the skull and 
lodging in the brain about two inches 
back of the right eye. His head was prob
ably inclined forward at this lime. The 
murderer rushed to the front of the box 
with a dagger in his hand. Major 
Rathbone caught his coat but Booth 
struck him on the arm with the dagger 
wounding him severely, which compelled 
him to let go his hold. Booth trotted over 
the front of the box and as he did so 
exclaimed "Sic Semper Tyrannis!" (fhus 
to Tyrants) As he jumped from the box 
his spur caught in the flag and as he 
struck the stage he came to a crouching 
position from the effect of the concussion 
his hands striking the floor but he raised 
himself in a moment and flourishing his 
dagger he strode across the stage some 
forty feet in sight or the spectators and 
past some of the actors, and reaching the 
back door·which opens· into a lane, he 
mounted a fleet horse and escaped. The 
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lane enters F St. between 9th and 10th. 
The audience was paralyzed for some 
seconds, but rushed onto the stage. A 
surgeon was called for and Charles S. Tait 
a surgeon being present was lifted up 
from the stage to the box by those pre
sent. Before this the door had been 
removed by Maj. Rathbone and several 
men had searched the box. The President 
was lying upon the floor. Water and stim
ulants were used immediately but with
out avail in attempts to revive him. He 
was taken up and carried from the lhe
atre to the house opposite in about fif
teen minutes after he was shot. A Dr. 
Leale from Armory Square Hospital was 
the first surgeon in the box. But Chas. did 
not know that there was any surgeon but 
himself present until the President was 
removed from the theatre. Chas. had 
charge of him until Dr. Stone (the 
President's family physician) arrived 
which was half an hour after he was 
placed on a bed at the house or Mr. 
Peterson, opposite. When the shot was 
fired Mrs. Lincoln was sitting near her 
husband with her hand on his knee. She 
says she saw the flash and heard the 
report or the pistol thinking it was some
how connected with the play. She leaned 
forward to see what it was and then 
looked to Mr. Lincoln to see where he was 
looking. He was sitting with his head 
dropped down and eyes shut. She was 
not alarmed at this, he sometimes held 
his head in that way when in deep 
thought but she put her hand on his fore
head and his not stirring, she put it on 
the back of his head and finding it wet 
she immediately withdrew it covered 
with blood. She then screamed and that 
is the last of it she remembers that took 
place in the theatre. She says as she put 
her hand on his head she recollects that 
something suddenly brushed past her 
and pulling off her shawl. It was Booth as 
he jumped from the box. 

The President made no noise nor 
attempted to speak, nor strained a limb 
after he was shot, nor was he conscious 
for one moment from that lime until he 
died when his skin was touched or his 
hand was taken there was a slight quiver 
or tremor of the muscles but that was all. 
Mustard plaster was applied nearly all 
over the body and stimulants were given 
as long as he could swallow in hopes to 
revive him bvt entirely without avail. His 
pulse ceased to beat at 22 past seven. 
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Chas. had his hand on his heart, he said 
it fluttered for ten seconds longer. It was 
the opinion of the surgeons that Lhe 
wound would have killed most men 

out insensible. It was thought best for her 
not to be there when he died. 

Dr. Gurley prayed by the bedside of 
the President when he first arrived (at 3 

instantly or in a very 
few minutes, but Mr. 
Lincoln had so much 
vitality that he lived 

o'clock) then went into 
gr~.7"2~ ,,.'"-::~.:-_,6-;~=---- _£)- .. - the room where Mrs. 

P~- ,(.,_..c.__ ~,.V~.-Q Li I d d ~/4. ~ -"'--~- nco n was an praye 
4 ~- ~ dza- ~ - ~-~ with her, and remained 
,t._;....._..=,Af- --4...____,.,t-4- ~ 

nearly nine hours. ~ 4-~,f..A',,..----.,£,...PL,-. with her most of the 
There were four sur- ,.,.__ -"t ~~ r- time accompanying 
geons in immediate ~-12£-, -~ _ o-.t--·.__....,-L-L her and supporting 
or active attendance. •; ~ ~ <>-r--t-:,y-tl'_✓..,_.~,,-- her into the room of 
D St th i ~--=,,. n..L-------.,, 7L.r,,___ th d • p ·d t r. one, e sur-_ 1_,.~-;r:~. ~-....,.-?~ e ymg res1 en 
geon Genl. Dr. ·---;,~-.,_.:,....7'~-,, ... ~ when she visited it. 
Barnes, the Adjutant ~-- ~:_:-~~~~ 4 - After the death Dr. 
Surgeon Genl. Dr. _..,_____;,.._~-""'"' , ,,.~ Gurley who was 
Crane and Charles. ,,,-4'''-:-'€"'",""-z--..'=':.,l}PI(;~ -- ~ standing near Mr. 

_g~ ,:-• ~~ ----- S "d h II Some others were • ,,_, ~~~ ~ ~'14~ tanton sat s a 
present whose ser- ~ 'o/'""'t ~-"'i::.~- © 353 we have any reli-
vices were not ~~~ -=...--..e--~~ mous exercises here -..$/r.-:er. ~ .... .,~ A .,. 
required. Most of the .d½-:--9-~.,._,,._,..,-...;._.r...i:. or elsewhere now? 
members of the ~~.p.'J!µ~;.-~.,(4_,.1-~~~ Yes said Mr. Stanton, 

~~--~L-,c;_,..'?'- • 
Cabinet were there ~~~~ - -:. offer prayer now 
all night. Chief Justice "t2"-....-, --- ~ - --:;...,-c=:.-,;:-- and here. For the 
Chase and other dis tin- ,_,,,,__ ~,,,.;:__::;:~~:~ ;;;:- - last haU hour before 
guished men. Mr. -;;.---;-~~ ,_.,,..;;.r_"'-_.c__ the death, the 

' ~~~ .:r.~,:~ -::~-Senator Sumner with , ../- .a;.",,.._~.,,.~?=-= utmost stillness had 
Robert Lincoln leaning ~ ~- ,z-_, ,,:_·_,, -:a="--:= .,,.,., presided in the room. 
on his shoulder, near ~~:;:-~=:;:-;; -;;-..:.:=__ Not a word not a whis
the head of the bed. .......--.. ~.,.,:.-_,;,_. ~ per was heard. The 
S S ,,,t....r,:><__·-----··-....-..e:-........,.-'-4.._ P 'd t f h U I d ecy. tanton was active __ -~~:;,:,r- -IS,,.-.... rest en o t e n te 
in giving directions and ~1"'---. ...__..::-,....,..._ r~--::=:-4,.- States dying, surround-

~=--==--.....-~ writing dispatches all , - -~~ _,,,_ 4-t.. __ ,,.. , .,, ed by his Cabinet and 
night. Genl. Meigs stood • ...,.,_,=- - - -""--~- many of the first men in 

,.er~~-<--- -~-----at the door to keep out ..:::. .--r.-.✓-;,:._-;c-__ ~ the Nation standing like 
all who were not wanted ~'~::r ~ ,-.;,-i .,,._ "'- ,~ _,______,,, statues around the bed 

..r-.L...,..,-~..,,,.-lt Jl'!f.:..~.-~ -
or to see that the room -¢ -- ✓n::.. -..,. ... =-.... .-..... presented a scene for an 
was not crowded. The ~* ✓-=<- _,.4.,-,. ,_~---=- artist seldom equaled 
room is at the end of the entrance hall for solemn grandeur. It is to be hoped that 
about 9 feet by 15 with two windows and it will yet be transformed to canvas. After 
three doors, one room entering from the the President died Dr. Gurley went to Mrs. 
hall, one at the left as you enter opening to Land told her "the President is dead." 0 
an open porch or piazza and the other at why did you not let me know? Why did 
the farther end of the room opening into you not tell me? "Your friends thought it 
another small room from which stairs was not best, you must be resigned to the 
descended to the basement. Some four will of God, you must be calm and trust in 
individuals came into the room through God and In your friends." She soon after 
that door clandestinely. left with Dr. G. for her home. She was 

Mrs. Lincoln occupied a room nearby asked during the night if her son "Tad" 
with some of her friends who were there. (Thaddeus), a boy about twelve years old, 
She went in frequently to see the should be sent for. "O My poor 'Taddy' 
President with Doct. Gurley (the family what will become of him? 0 do not send 
pastor) who had been sent for about 3 for him, his violent grief would disturb the 
o'clock. She was not in the room when he house. When they reached the President's 
died. Robert Lincoln was there and Dr. house "Tad" met them on the portico. 
Gurley. The two private secretaries of the "Where is my pa? Where is my pa?" he 
President Nicolay and Hay. Upon one kept repeating the question till they got 
occasion when Mrs. L. went in and saw into the room of Mrs. Lincoln. He had 
her husband she fainted and was carried heard that he had been shot but evident-
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ly expected him when his mother came. 
He was very much excited and alarmed 
but had not thought that his pa could be 
dead. "'Taddy' your pa is dead," said Dr. 
Gurley. He was not prepared for this. He 
screamed in an agony of grief "O what 
shall I do? What shall ! do? My brother is 
dead. My father is dead. 0 what shall I 
do? What shall become of me? 0 what 
shall I do? 0 mother dear you will not die 
will you? 0 don't you die Ma. You won't 
die will you Mother? If you die I shall be 
all alone. 0 don't die Ma." Dr. Gurley said 
that up to that time he himself had not 
shed a tear but he could not witness 
"Tad's" grief unmoved and the tears 
flowed freely. He said, when I got back to 
my own home at about 10 o'clock that 
morning, "I felt as though I had been 
engaged all night in a terrible battle and 
had but just strength enough left to 
drag myself off the field." 'er' 
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LETTERS 
i~EDITOR 

Mystery solved! In our last issue. -~!!"'::!!!WI~ 
we answered the letter or a reader 
inquiring about a "copperhead' 
badge. As luck would have it. we 
came across an advertisement 
from a New York City antique-jewelry dealer offering a sterling belt 
buckle by Kerr which we picture. It matches the item In question, 
exactly. So, in answer to the question previously posed, we can now 
respond with some authority! It is simply a decorative piece with 
no political connotation whatsoever. 

Lfu:!.i12r: We have never seen 

Dear Rail Splitter: 

Enclosed are copies of 
General Mt:Clellan lottery 

tickets. Can you tell me 
anything about the his
tory of the items? 

Paul L. Pascal 
WashingLon, DC 

examples or these before and find them quite intriguing. Lotteries 
have been popular in America since colonial times. Many early 
lotteries were charitable efforts - benefits to aid famous 
Americans in financial straits - while others were designed to 
raise money for public works, such as canal and roads. By the 
time of the Civil War however, most were money-making 
schemes, pure and simple. These McClellan tickets likely predate 
his 1864 defeat at the polls. We'd take a chance for a buck!] 

Dear Rail Split/er: 

I recently received a photocopied page from your publica
tion concerning an image of the Lincoln-less Lincoln funeral in 
Buffalo. I believe you're dead wrong. I own a copy of that CDV as 
well, and mine has the following note on the back in what 
appears to be period ink: President Lincoln's Funeral Procession, 
on Main Street, Buffalo, NY. Passing the block now covered by 
Ellicott Square. April 27 1865. Photo taken by Louis Brush from the 
window of Pond & Hambleton on the west side of Main Street 
between Swan & Seneca Streets, looking north east. 

All of this information checks out upon research. Pond & 
Hambleton was a photography firm and Brush was a photogra
pher. A similar image at the Buffalo & Erie County Historical 
Society bears the statement that it shows Lincoln's body being 
moved to St. James Hall for vie\.\1ng. I'm president of the Buffalo 
Civil War Round Table and, back ln 1998, I wrote an article about 
the city's two funerals. Many people thought I was the local 
"expert" you mentioned. I don't call myself an expert on this 
topic, but I do have some compelling evidence. 

Benedict R. l\1aryniak, Lancaster, NY 

[£w!Qr: Thank you for the clarification! And ... on the subject of 
Lincoln's Buffalo funeral, the arrival of an eyewitness account to 
that event supplied by Rail Splitter Chuck Bechtloff is propitious. 
The account comes In the form of an undated letter written by Dr. 
Thomas Norton of White Plains, New York: in 1860, I was a lad of 9, 
residing at Lockport, N. Y. 1 was a rabid little abolitionist, and intense
ly interested in the Presidential contest. The year before, my 4th 
cousin, Capt. John Brown, was executed at Harper's Ferry. With other 
boys of like sentiments, I engaged in torch light processions, and on 
election day, in November, we had our own polling booth. Just how 
we obtained our ballots would not stand too rigid a scrutiny, I fea,: I 
proudly deposited my vote for Abraham Lincoln. The 4 1/2 years of 
historic struggle passed. ending in the President's martyrdom I was 
then residing in the town of St. Catherines, Ontario, Canada. The 
obsequies of the assassinated President took place at Washington. 
They were followed by a solemn funeral procession, stopping al New 
York and other cities, for a day, when opportunity was given for mul
titudes. to gaze for the last time on Lincoln's face, until burial took 
place at Springfield, Ill., his home town ... The procession reached 
Buffalo, a short distance from my Canadian home. With my mother. I 
journeyed thither. Twice 1 passed slowly by the coffin and gazed at the 
peaceful countenance of the Great Emancipator. his work done, final
ly at rest! 17,e impression was la.~ting. I can never forget that peaceful 
face! Chuck added this letter to his collection about five years ago 
and U10ught we would enjoy the commentary.] 

Dear Rail Splitter: 
+ 

I enclose a photo of Dr. 
William Mervale Smith (1825-
1902). Dr. Smith had a long and 
distinguished career, including: 
NY State assemblyman, delegate 
to the 1860 Republican National 
Convention. surgeon in the 85th 
NY Volunteers during the Civil 
War, Surgeon General of the State 
of New York, and Health Officer 
of the Port of New York. In this 
photo, taken around 1885, he is 
wearing an ax-shaped lapel pin. 
Various authorities have assured 
us that it is not emblematic of the 
Woodsmen of the World or Odd 
Fellows. Could it be a rail-splitting ax, a souvenir of his long service 
in the Republican Party and an 1860 Lincoln campaign insignia? 

Thomas P. Lowry 
Woodbridge, VA 

[EfiltQr: Perhaps some of our readers would care to entertain a 
guess. Our opinion is that the ax is an 1889 Centennial souvenir of 
Washington's inauguration as President or a symbol of Carrie 
Nation's ax-weilding campaign to smash saloons and the liquor traf
fic. By the by, Smith's war-time diary, edited and annotated by Dr. 
Lowry (author of Don't Shoot That Boy! - Abraham Lincoln and 
Military .lustic~ will be published by Stackpole Books next year!] 
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WARNING! 

We always delight in new discoveries - unless, of course, 
they turn out to be spurious.I Such seems to be the case 
with the "1864" Lincoln ribbon illustrated here. Unknown 
prior to this year, examples or this ribbon have made 
numerous appearances in the last rew months. One 

showed up al a Civil War show in Nashville, TN last December 
changing hands for several hundred dollars. Another was offered 
by a Civil War dealer at a Colorado antique show. but failed to 
"pass muster" when Inspected by an advanced Lincoln collector 
from the Midwest. A third sighting took place at a political collec
tors show In Connecticut. Offered at $4,500, the vendor felt a 
"nibble" on his line 0nslsting the "customer" never divulge from 

whom the purchase was made), 
but the fish got away! That rib
bon was subsequently shown 
to several collectors in atten-

DISLOY' A I l.Cl:'lt.T dance, all of whom declared it 
/'U; lf.l.CJ.-, "not of the period." Another 

example is being "shopped" by 
SHALL NOT GOVERN US a dealer from Upstate New York 

OCTOBER FROSTS 

WILLKilL 
THE 

COPPERHEA.0S 

for $1,500; and one just sold on 
eBay to a prominent book deal
er for but $50. 

To anyone familiar with peri
od Lincoln ribbons, tl1e typog
raphy, design, and material 
do not "feel right." We don't 
know when they were pro
duced, but suspect these were 
"created" recently. The satin 
fabric (one side quite smooth 
and polished, the other slight
ly rougher) is old ... perhaps 
circa tum-of-the-century, but 
not from any time prior to 
1890. The tell-tale sign for us, 
however, is the inking... a 
shadowing of the design ele
ments and lettering - almost 
like a dirty "ghosting" effect -
that can be seen clearly in per-

son. (You might discern this effect here in the area surrounding 
the letters of "Copperheads.') This is most certainly NOT pre
sent in any period silks. In fact, it does suggest that the design 
was generated from a laser-printed technology that would cause 
such an appearance. 

As to the content - we know of an 1863 mid-term election ban-

I 
ner with this exact slogan, most likely from the Ohio gubernato
rial election of October 13th. But use of this slogan with this por
trait is further complicated by a simple !act - the Lincoln pose is 
alter a photograph by Brady - not taken until February of 1864! 

I Simply put. .. some "opportunist" found a bolt of old silk/satin 
ribbon and "discovered" the means to ink/print on the fabric in 
a most convincing manner. Clearly, the scariest fabrication we·ve 
seen. Be carelul out there! 
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~notber (§reat jf f nb! 

T his undated "Delegate Ticket" to the "National Democratic Convention" in 
Baltimore recently surfaced in a Bob Coup Historicana Auction. The 
Democrats met in Baltimore in 1860, 1872, and 1912. Stylistically. this 
piece of ephemera has an 1850-1875 "look" and "feel." Caleb Cushing, list

ed as "Pres.'' of the Convention was a Massachusetts Democrat who died in 
1879. Biographical resources show that he was chairman of the two 
Democratic National Conventions that met in Baltimore In 1860. In addition. a =================== 
dated example of the 1872 Democratic National Convention ticket, recently 
sold by Tom Slater, has a totally different design from this example. The inevitable conclusion: this ticket is from 1860 and, as such, 
is the second oldest convention ticket known! (An 1856 Republican National Convention ticket from Philadelphia was discovered 

by our own Don Ackerman and sold in his Provenance Auction.) Tl1is specimen represents the 
only surviving ticket from any or the 1860 conventions! While the Republicans met in Chicago in 
1860, the opposition parties all convened in Baltimore - the Northern Democrats met June 18-23 
at the Front Street Theatre nominating Douglas & Johnson; the Southern Democrats repudiated 
that nomination and hastily met on June 23rd at the Maryland Institute Hall to nominate 
Breckinridge & Lane. While this ticket may have been issued for either of the two conventions, 
given the haste associated with the second nomination, it is unlikely there would have been suf
ficient time to print up new admission tickets. As such, this example probably was issued for the 
convention that nominated Douglas! In any event, a very rare and never-before-seen item. Now, how 
about finding an example from the Wigwam Convention? We know tickets were printed and issued 
but to our knowledge none remain extant. 
And ... speaking of Stephen Douglas ... how often have you seen a campaign biography in pictori

al wraps? This little gem (3 1/2 x 5" in blue) was also sourced from Bob Coup ... this at an A.P.I.C. 
political collectors convention in Hagerstown, MD. Reasonably priced and overlooked for but 
one reason - this would appear to be the second state of the work issued In 1861 with the aodi
tion of an elegy (memorial poem). Still - we've never seen the piece before - in any state - and 
know it to be unlisted in Miles' bibliography of campaign biographies! Fun stuff can still be found! 
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